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ABSTRACT

Paper Folio One: Constructivism Defined and Implications fOf the Classroom

Paper folio ooe deals with the notions ofconstruetivism as a theory oftcaching and

learning in education. The focus for the paper was to establish an historical perspective on

the theory ofconstructivism. and several prominent constructivist authors are highlighted in

that regard. ConstructivUm was a radical shift away from the older lbeories ofbdtaviorism

and positivism, and this shift was also explored. As well constructivism was defined. and the

implications that a theory such as constructivism has had and will have on practice are

discussed.. The implications that constructivism has on the classroom, including the teacher.

student. and curriQJfum are explained. Also. as with any theory ofeducation. their exisu

some criticisms ofconstruetivisrn. which have to be considered as legitimate in light of the

relative importance such a theory has been getting in the research lilerature over the past.

numbel- of yean. These aiticisms have put added resporwbility on our education system.

Throughout the disaJ.ssion ofconstructivism in Ihis paper. a major focus will be 10 look at

what this means for a classroom filled with children and a teacher. for the real significance of

any theory lies in how it gets lived out in practice.



ABSTRACT

Paper Folio Two: Consuuctivism in Mathc:matics Education as Exemplified by the

NCTM Standards

Paper folio two deals with the notioTl5 ofconstruetivism as they apply to mathematics

education. A briefhistory ofthe mathematical reform movements is given, culminating with

the most recent Standards movement. Constructivism has emerged as the underlying

theoretical basis of the Slandards documents. The theory of constructivism from a

mathematical perspective will be explored, but more imponantly lhe implications that such

a theory will have on the mathematics classroom will be highlighted. The impact of the

standards have been dramatic, in particular on teachtt education programs and research

endeavours in the 6e1d of mathematics education. These impacts will be explored in this

paper. Throughout the paper, the argument will be brought forward that amidst this ever

changing society we live in. mathematics education needs to be reformed. and lhe theory of

constructivism can form the basis of that reform. The National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics (NCTM) have recognized that need for reform and ue well on the way to

making it a reality in our mathematics education community.
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ABSTRACT

Paper Folio Three: Problem-Solving in Technology Education as a Mode:! of

Constructivism

Probably the most dynamic field w;th our education system today is technology

education. This is panly a reflection of the society we live in today. and panly because the

field as it exists today is relatively new. The field does have a great deal to olfer us. however.

in our constant quest to improve the quality of education in our society. Paper folio three

looks at technology education as a model for other monn elfons. The key ingredient in all

these refonn efforts is constructivism. The technology education field will be explored in

general terms. but more specifically norions such as technological literacy. technological

integration. technological standards. curriculum focus for technology education., and

technology's suppon for reform etTons will be discussed. As well the problem solving

approaches used in technology education will fonn the basis ofour discussion providing the

link to constructivism. Constructivists practices. while not preached within the technrnogy

education field, certainly exist there. and the technological problem solving approaches are

an example of those practices. While few would disagree that technology wi.1l play an

important role in the future ofour education system. the discipline of technology education

itselfhas an uncertain future. The future oftechnology education as a distinct discipline lies

in its ability to establish a strong theoretical basis for its practices. Constructivism could be

that basi.s.
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Folio One: Constructivum Defined and Implications for tbE OUliroom



latroduction

The wordconstructivism dominates tbecurrent education Iitennure. Anderson (1996)

teUs us that it Rcontinues to appear in educational journals, position papers. conference

sessions, and professional development workshops across the countryR (p. 49). The

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (SECL) (1996a) tells us that the word

-appears in 28 files archived at the US Depanment ofEducation's World Wide Web site [and

it] summoned 240 journal article abstracts at the ERJC Gopher site· and that was a panial

list only" (p. I). It has assumed a dominance in education (Zevenbergen, 1996) that seems

to be unpanlleled throughout history. Schulte (1996) adds that Rthe philosophy of

constructivism is a popular topic for graduate school lectures and research aniciesR(p. 2S).

This repon will explore the concept of constructivism in an attempt to ascertain the

implications such a notion has had and will have on the education lhat goes on in a typical

classroom every day. Firstly, the historical perspective will be explored. and the originators,

if we may call them that, will be identified and disaJssed as to their contnbutions to the

theoretical foundations of constructivism. People such as the Neapolitan philosopher

Giamban.ista Vico.John Dewey. Jean Piaget, Lev S. Vygexsky. and Ernst von Glasersfeld will

be a sample ofthose who haveconlributed a great deal 10 this theory. In addition to loolcing

at the historical foundations of this theory, we will also examine how there has been a shift

in the theoryofecluca.tion from traditional behaviorism and positivism to constructivism. This

constructivist perspective will be defined and the implications that constructivism has for the

teaching and learning environments will be explored. As well. some attempt will be made to



distinguish between the different fonns of constructivism ttw have emerged as somewhat

different from what we may call ·t1Ue" constructivism.

Consuuaivism is not without its aitics, however. and these will be explained in some

detail later i:J. this rqK)rt. As wdl, a major fOOJS for this report will be to look at the

implications this philosophy has for the classroom, including students. teachers, and the

cumculuffi. Much research literature these days is concentrated in Ihis area.. This wilt be the

major focus ofthis report. for what happens within the classroom is crucial to any educationaJ

theory about teaching and learning. Once the theoretical foundations have been set forth. the

rea.! significance ofconstructivism becomes what it means for a classroom filled with children

and a teacher. What role does each ofthese individuals take in orderto adopt constructivism

as the means for improving education?

Biscorica.l Perspective on Constructivism

TIle roots ofconstl"UCthismcan be traecd back at least to the eighteenth century and

the work: of the Neapolitan philosopher Giambattista VICO (SEDL 1995a.: von Glasersfeld.

1989; Yager. 1995). Vico claimed that humans can onlyclearty understand what they have

themselves constructed. Von Glasersfeld (1989) says that ·over and over (Vico] stresses that

'10 know' means to know how to make [and] one knows a thing only when one can leU what

components it consists of" (p. 123). Hence only God can lruly know the real world. whereas

the human knower can know only what the human knower has constructed (von GlasersfeJd.

1989). This interpretation has put a different connotation on the word knowledge. Wilson

(1995) tells us that ifwe have different assumptionsaboul knowledge.lhen that can influence



our views of instruction itself. We will disa1ss the implications on lite teacmng.leaming

process later in this report. For now. we consider von Glasersfeld's (1989) description:

For constructivists. therefore., the word~ refers 10 a commodity that is

radicaUy different from the objecLive representationofan observer-independent world

which the rna.imtream of the Western philosophical tradition has been looking for.

Instead~ refers 10 conceptual structures that epistemic agents. given. the

range of present experience within their tradition of thought and language. consider

~(p.124).

Wheatley (1991) adds that "knowledge originates in the leamer's activity performed on

~"(p. 10). He goes on to teU us that contrasted with ... realist's penpective. a

constructivist believes that knowledge is not disembodied but is intimately related to the

action and experience of a learner • it is always contextual and never separated from the

knower" (p. 10). This view of knowledge is much different from our traditional view that

knowledge and the knower are two separate entities and the goals of education are to bring

both of those entities together as one within the mind of the knower.

Many others have wor1ced with the ideas ofVtco. "but the first major contemporaries

to develop a clear Xie:a ofconstructivism as applied to classrooms and childhood development

were Jean Piaget and John Dewey" (SEDL, 1995.. p. 1). Phillips (1995) lists John Dewey

among six afthe major constructivist authors. He quotes Dewey as saying that:

the true and valid object of knowledge is that which has being prior to and

independent of the operUions of knowing. They spring from the doctrine that



knowledge is a grasp or beholding of reality wilhout anything being done to modify

its antecedent state - the doctrine which is the source ofthe separation of knowledge

from practical activity. Ifwe see that knowing is not the act ofan outside spectator

but of a participator inside the natura.I and social scene. then the true object of

knowledge resides in the consequeoces ofdirected action. (p. 6)

For Dewey then. education depended on action. Individuals gained knowledge and ideas

from situations in which they could find some meaning and importance to them. "'These

situations had to occur in a social context. such as a classroom. where students joined in

manipulating materials and. thus. created a community ofleamers who built their knowledge

logethe>'" (SED!., 1995" p.I).

Dewey consistently expounded his own constructivist view of knowledge which was

in contrast to what othen had called the 'spectator theory of knowledge' (Phillips, 1995).

An interpretation of Dewey's philosophy on this matter is provided by Phillips (1995) when

he says:

The specwor theory, as Dewey interpreted il. can be explained by means of an

analogy with football. According to the spectator theory, the way a knower obtains

knowledge is analogous to the way a person can learn about football. He or she can

learn by watching, by being a spectator; while learning, the spectator remains passive,

and does not affect the course of the game. In contrast, in the theory held by James

and Dewey the knower is an organic part of the same situation as the material to be

known. To rerum to the football analogy, the person learning about football woukt



be: playing in the game; he or she would be affecting the game and. in Ihe process.

obtaining knowledge aboul it - the knower would be learning by panicipating or

acting. (p.9)

This view of the knower was not intended by Dewey to suggest that the conslruction of

knowledge was an individualistic action. [nstead, Dewey stressed the social nature of

knowledge construction both in individual learners and with respect to the development of

the public bodies of knowledge that make up the various disciplines. The views of Dewey,

aa:ording to Phillips (1995) would have ramifications for the classroom. He goes on to say

that:

Starting from the constructivist position that the knower is an 'actor' rather than a

'spectator'. Dewey staunchly advocated the useofaaivity methods in the schoolroom

- for students are potemial knowers, yet traditional schooling forces students into the

mold of passive reaplacles waiting to have infonnation instilled, inslead ofallowing

them to move about. discuss, experiment. work on communal projects. pursue

research outdoors in the field and indoors in the library and laboratory, and so fonh.

(p. II)

Jean Piaget has been described as '""'the most prolific constructivist in ourcentury~ (von

Gla.sersfeld, 1989, p. 125). Phillips (1995) tells us that Piaget is "generally regarded as a

foundational figure by many constructivists" (p. 6). Piaget based constructivism on the

psychological development of the child. He wanted teachers to understand the steps in the

development ofa child's mind.. for this understanding would lead to bener- interactions with



the child within the classroom setting. SEDL (1995a) relates that Piaget considered the

fundamental basis of learning to be discovery. They go on to say that, from Piaget's

perspective. "to understand is to discover, or reconstruct by rediscovery, and such conditions

must be complied with if in the future individuals are to be formed who are capable of

production and creativity and not simply repetition- (p. I).

1. B. Taylor (1996), in her guests' editorial to Childhood Education's annual theme

issue, tdls us that "Piaget's theory provides the most scientifically accurate and

comprehensive explanation ofhow understanding develops" (p. 158). Understanding is built

up step by step through active involvement. Kamii and Ewing (1996) add to the importance

ofPiaget by offering us reasons why teaching in today's schools should be based on Piaget's

constructivism. They go on to offer three main reasons for this. namely

I) it is a scientific theory that explains the nature of human knowledge. 2) it is the

only theory in existence that explains children's construction ofknowledge from birth

to adolescence and 3) it informs educators of how Piaget"s distinction among the

three kinds of knowledge changes the way we should teach many subjects. (p. 260)

Knowledge for Piaget results from a "collection of conceptual structures that tum out to be

adapted or .. , viable within the knowing subject's range of experience" (von Glasersfeld.

1989, p. 125). The three kinds of knowledge. referred to in Kamii and Ewing (1996), offer

us a modem perspective on how constructivists view knowledge and the attainment of it,

There exists physical knowledge. which is knowledge of objects in external reality, such as

the color or weight ofan object. The second kind afknowledge is social knowledge. which



consists ofwrinen and spoken language. and other conventions ofinteracting with each other.

The third kind of knowledge is logico-mathematica1 knowledge. which consists of

relationships aeated by each individual and is the hardest kind to understand. The source of

logico-mathematical knowledge is in each child's mind. constructed within to suit a pamcular

situation. This distinction on the three kinds of knowledge has provided us with a more

realistic picture of the abstractive nature of knowledge. and it has bridged the gap between

traditional views of knowledge and the more modem constructivist views

Von Glasersfeld (1989) summarizes Piaget's theory ofcognition as consisting oftwo

basic concepts. namely assimilation and accommodation. While there are vuying

interpretations ofwhat these concepts mean. for von Glasersfeld (1989). "the learning theory

that emerges from Piaget's work can be summarized by saying thai cognitive change and

~ take place when a scheme. instead of producing the expected result, leads to

perturbation. and perturbation. in tum, leads to accommodation that establishes a new

equilibrium" (p. 128). Phillips (1995) adds that Piaget, while individua.listic in his approach

to how knowledge is constructed, did ~pIace enonnous stress on the fact that the young

knower is both mentally and physically active: indeed, knowledge growth is described ... in

terms of the dynamic processes ofassimilation. accommodation. and equilibration. and the

construction and internalization of action schemes" (p. 9). The individualistic nature of

Piaget and others has become a point ofaiticism for their theories. and this criticism will be

explained more fully later in this paper. One funher point. noted by von Glasersfeld (1989).

involved the significance ofsocial interaction in the construction of knowledge. which many



would argue is missing from Piaget'S theory

This leads us to Vygouky, whose imponance to oonstrUC1ivism has not always been

dear to the English·reading public because of political constraints and because of

mistranslations from his native Russian. FISChetti.. Oittmer, and Kyle (1996) attributed

Vygotsky with been Mable to demonstrate the complex role sociocuilural forces play in the

development of thinJcing and the critical role language plays as the medium for turning

'external speech' into 'internal speech' or thought" (p, 192). They go on to explain how

Vygotsky looked at the processes ofdevelopment in all of their complex. wholeness and that

children leam concepts out ofa tension between their everyday notions and adult concepts.

The child must work out his or her own ideas based on prior conceptions and the introduced

concepts. In essence, the child constructs his or her own knowledge. Steffe and 0'Ambrosio

(1995), in reaction to Simon (1995a), lell us lhat Vygouky takes the current knowledge of

students seriously and gives it a central place in the design ofinstruetion. Phillips (1995)

panllels Vygotsky with Piaget as Mconcemed with how lhe individual learner goes about Ihe

construction ofknowledge in his or her own cognitive apparalus" (p. 7). Manus (1996) also

puts Vygotsky in the same vein as Piaget by labelling both of them psychological

constructivists. She goes on to summarize Vygotsky's views by saying that he "perceived

that thought evolved from both the experiences and maturation process ofan individual (and

that] an individual's consciousness evolved from mediated activities that would then be

intemalizedinto higher foons ofcognitive functions" (p. 314). So, while some researchers

continue to question whether VygOtsky is a constructivist or not. others see his stress on
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children aeating their own conceptS as constructivist 10 the core.

Ernst von Glasertfdd was another of the so--called proponents of constructivism.

Phillips (1995) lists him among his constructivist authors as som~newho has had a wgreat

influence in the contemporary international science and mathematics education communities"

(p.6). He goes on to leU us that "Ernst von Glasersfeld is not simply putting forward a view

about the teaching of mathematics and science; it is clear that he is also advancing an

epistemology, a psychology, and his own imerpretation of the history of science and

philosophy" (p. 7). Von GI~fdd (1996) describes for us his form ofconstructivism as".

theory of rational knowing ... (where] we come to know other persons in the same way in

which we come to know cups and spoons. water and fire, stairs and bicycles· by learning to

live with them in the course of more or less viable interactions" (p. 19). Elsewhere, von

Glasersfeld (1989) says:

we come to realize that 'understanding" is a matter affit rather than match. Put in the

simplest way. to understand what someone has said or written means no less bul also

no more than to have built up a conceptual structure thaI.. in Ihe given context,

appears to be~ with the structure Ihe speaktt had in mind - and this

compatibility, as a rule, manifests itselrin no olba" way lhan that Ihe reeeivtt says and

does nothing that Contravenes the speaker's expectations. (p. 134)

Von Glasersreld's constructivism has been described by some as more ora radical type (Kent,

1995; Phillips, 1995). This distinction will be further explained later in this repon.. Phillips

(1995) tells us that von Glasersfeld acknowledges a significant debl to Piaget. but unlike



"
Piagct who was mainly concerned with the individual construction of knowledge. von

Glasersfeld appears to also be concerned with how human communities have constructed the

public bodies afknowledge.

This review ofsome of the more prominent constructivist authors is by no means a

complete list. Indeed. an expanded list could easily be generated, and would include such

people as Immanuel Kant, Thomas S. Kuhn. Jurgen Habermas. and others (Phillips. 1995).

The Open Learning Technology Corporation (OLTC) Limited (1996) has also identified

Bruner as a major figure in the constructivist movement. They summarize Bruner's work as

saying that "learning is an active process in which learners construct new ideas or concepts

based upon their current/past knowledge [and] the learner selects and transforms information.

contrasts hypotheses. and makes decisions, relying on a cognitive structure to do so" (p. I).

However, much of Broner's theory is linked to child development research. especially the

work of Piaget. Whomever the theorist. it has become apparent that constructivism has

become established as a major focus for education and will have significant impact on the

route education takes into the next century

Theories of Education: Shifting Paradigms

Presently, within the current context of educational reform.. there exists a new

paradigm about teaching and learning. Roth (1993) tens us that "much ofcurrent teaching

is still grounded in an epistemology which is referred to as objectivism., positivism.. or realism"

(p. 113). Educators are rethinking all aspects of schooling and a shift is occurring.

Constructivism and the related research on cognitive development (onn the basis of the new
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paradigm. These are competing with [he old paradigm based on reduetionist principles and

behavioral theory (Fischetti et aI., 1996). Before we explore this shift in pandigms however.

let US look more closely at the nature of any theory of education.

Hein (1995) offered us an explanation into theories ofeducation as depicted in Figure

I. I. There are two major components to any educational theory. namely a theory of

knowledge and a theory ofleaming. Knowiedge exists either independently oft~ leamer,

==

Figure 1.1: A Theory ofEducation

(Nole: Source for Figure 1.1 is Hem, 1995. p. 3)
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as an absolute. or it consisls only of ideas constructed in the mind. With learning. [wa

extreme positions exist as well. namely. that either learning consists of the incremental

assimilation of information. facts and experiences. or learning consists of the mind

constructing schemas and selecting and organizing from the wealth of sensations that

surround us. (fwe pUI both these dimensions together. we see the resulting diagram that

describes four possible combinations ofleaming theory and epistemology.

The top left. quadrant is labelled the traditional lecture and text paradigm which is

predicated on the basis that the teacher understands the knowledge to be taught and presents

it appropriately so that the student can learn. There is a logical order of teaching, staning

with the simplest elements ofa subject and moving to more complex elements. untillhe entire

field is covered. The second educational position. depicted on the top right quadrant of

Figure I. I is labelled discovery learning. Hein (1995) tells us that "it subscribes 10 the same

positivist belief about knowledge as the previous one., but it takes a dramatically different

view about how knowledge is acquired" (p. 2). He goes on to suggest that in order to learn,

students need 10 have experience; they need 10 do and see rather- than to be told. The teacher

organizes the 5Ubject so that it can be experienced. and through this experience.,

misconceptions will be replaced by correct conceptions. Constructivism occupies another

quadrant on the diagram. From a constructivist perspective, both knowledge and the way it

is obtained ace dependent on the mind of the leamer. Those who support this view have

claimed that learners construct knowledge as they learn; they don't simply add new facts 10

what is already known. but rather reorganize and create their own understanding as they



I'
interact with the world. A fourth quadrant in the diagram represents behaviorism. which

ascenaiM that knowledge is gained inaementally but need not have an existence outside the

learner.

Fischetti et al. (1996) tell us that "one primary characteristic ofa new theory is its

explanatory power" (p. 190). They add that "when a new paradigm is able to explain

phenomena better than an older one. the new paradigm gradually takes over, and the older

one becomes subordinate and eventually recedes into the hislory books" (p. 190). The older

panadigms of positivism and behaviorism are in stark contrast to the new paradigm of

constructivism. Only time will leU whether or not the new paradigm will replace the older

ones. Meanwhile. the adoption ofthe new paradigm will have significant implications for the

teaching and learning environments, and these will be discussed in more detail later in this

pap....

Gruender (1996) rclates the objections to behaviorism and positivism from a

constructivist perspective. He says lhat:

What the constructivist movement dislikes about behaviorism is what they take to be

its insistence that the only model for learning in conditioning. together with

behaviorism's hostility toward the conception that people have an internal mental life

with ideas of their own 'intervening variables', and that it is these ideas which are

most important in people's lives. (p. 23)

He goes on to add that conditioning is a Factor in learning simple tasks., but Ihere are many

other MOrt that are important as well. Behaviorism does not recognize lhis Fact. The
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objections to positivism are also strong. However. Gruender (1996) folmd this to be

puzzling, especially in view ofthe tact that positivism was constructivist to the core. He goes

on to say that:

The early years of positivism saw numerous effons to design lacge philosophic

systems.. the purpose of which was to construct human knowledge of the external

world using our immediate percqnuaJ experiences plUSlhe lools ofthe new logic as

the sole resources ... In tandem with behaviorism. this movement found it had

restricted itself to a base of resources that proved inadequate to account for human

knowledge. (p. 23)

It was clear that positivism failed to explain how knowledge ofexternal objects and events

could be established solely from our internal states. l1U view was too limited. for there wen::

many exceptions to this notion in our everyday existence..

Whenever there are adjustments in our way of thinking about teaching and learning,

there are bound 10 be some obstacles which must be overcome. Wheadey (1992), in his

review ofa problem..centered learning model in mathematics based on constnJctivism, tells

us that lhe task ofestabli.shing the correa environment is a complex one for the teacher and

a huge obstacle to overcome. Fischetti et aI. (1996) identified five obstacles that are worth

noting in this instance. They included a resistance to change by those who want to retain

familiar and comfortable practices. Also, there was the challenge ofinitiating and supporting

the paradigm shift within all related constituencies at the same time. Thirdly, there was the

tendency to get so absorbed in a new pandigm that we lose sight oflhe fact that new theories
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will challenge and change it in ways we cannot understand today. A rOOM obstacle was [he

widespread failure of educators 10 recognize the ever-widening gulf that exists between

childrens' in school experiences and what happens to them outside of school. The final

obstacle concerned the role teache~ have in schools today. Unless schools become places

where leachers grow and develop, then they will never be able to create the learning

conditions needed for studentS 10 grow and devdop. Edwards (1994) offers us one mood

oflhe process ofteacher change but warns that a much deeper, more thorough undersl:anding

of teacher change is necessary. The process is very complex. and much more research is

needed into how it actually comes about. By idenlif,ing these as somt ofthe obstacles to a

shift in paradigms. we are able to put the paradigm shift into perspective and realize that there

is a great deal yet 10 overcome before constructivism becomes entrenched as the main view

on teaching and learning in our educational systems.

Lerman (1989) summarized his view on the shift in paradigms for us by saying that·

the shift from behaviorism to cognitive psychology focused anemion on leaching for

undemanding. but Ihe problems ofhow 10 carry this oul, and how 10 identify thai 'it'

had happened., remained as ongoing and major ones for mathemalicseducarion.Itis

suggested here that central to the difficulty is our notion of'understanding', tied as

it is to the idea ofcenain and absolute concepls. According to Ihis view, the process

of coming to undersland a concept is one that takes place in the mind of the

individual, and the final step of achieving lhat full understanding of a timeless.,

universal notion is a very private. almost mystical Olle. It is certainly beyond lhe
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power choy ouuid~. such as a teacher, to know that the process has taken place in

full. (p.221)

Thus. the shift to a constructivist paradigm still has its obstacles to overcome. Lerman (1989)

continues that it is impentive [hat we continue with our belief that if we create the right

environment. in the classroom. and in our teaching, then leaming and understanding will take

place. Just what that environment is like will be discussed later in this paper.

A Conscructivist Perspective

Now that we have looked at the historical foundations for constructivism and some

of the prominent figures in its evolution. as well as the apparent shift in paradigms that is

affecting education presently. we will now look at constructivism in more detail.

Constructivism will be formally defined. and some of the major principles about the theory

will be highlighted. As well we will took at what this means in geoeral tenns for the teaching

and learning environments. More specific implications for the classroom will be discussed in

a later section or this paper.

Fosnot (1989) tells us that constructivism can be defined by four principles. The 6rst

of these is that knowledge consists ofpast constructions. In other words. we can only know

the world through our own logic and this logic is itself constructed and evolved as we interact

with our environment. Smith (1995) would place this principle in the realm of the

sociocultural and not in the theory ofconstructivism. Knowledge refers to socially negotiated

and accepted fonns of understanding whereas knowing seems to capcure the more dynamic

sense that is conunon with the constructivist views. Cobb (1995), in reacting to Smith.
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disagrees with this argument and says that individual knowing and shared knowledge are both

critical from the constructivist perspective, The second principle defining constructivism

according 10 Fosnot (1989), is that constructions come about through assimilation and

accommodation. These concepts were ofcourse the work ofPiagct. Assimilation refers to

the logical framework or scheme we use to internalize or organize infonnation. When this

scheme iscontradieted orfound 10 be insufficient, we accommodate. ardevelop a higher.leveJ

thinking to encompass the information. The third principle says that learning is an organic

process of invention. rather than a mechanical process of accumulation. Learning is only

panially the accumulation offaets; rather the learner experiences different things and in tum

builds new constructions along the way. The teacher does not dispense knowledge and hope

that learners acquire it, but instead creates leamer-entered. active instructional experiences

for the learner. The founh principle relates that meaningful learning occurs through reflection

and the resolution ofcognitive conflict, and thus serves to negate earlier, incomplete levels

of understanding. Again. the teacher can only serve to mediate this process

It has become clear that the constructivist perspective is clearly divergent from earlier

views on education that presumed we could put or pour infonnation into students' heads,

The University of Massachusens Physics Education Research Group (UMPERG) (1996)

summarizes the premises of constructivism. as an epistemology, to be that knowledge is

constructed, not transmitted; prior knowledge impacts the learning process; initial

understanding is local, not global; and building useful knowledge structures requires effonful

and purposeful activity. This suggests that the whole process is a dynamic event. Schulte
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(1996) reiterates the importance of prior knowledge when she says that Mleamers bring their

personal experiences into the classroom and these experiences have a tremendous impaa on

students' views of how the world wor1cs" (p. 25). She goes on to add that -students come

[0 learning situations with a vanery of knowledge. feelings. and skills, and this is where

learning should begin~ (p_ 25).

Treagust. Duit, and Fraser (1996) agree that what the learner already knows is of

central imponance. They use this point, however. to separate the different forms of

constructivism. While many edUca.t0f5 have accepted that prior knowledge is imponant. the

same cannot be said for learners constructing their own representation of the truth.

Educators. panicu.larly in science and mathematics.. have great difficulty in accepting thaI each

learner can construct their own viable and useful knowledge about the world outside. This

form ofconstruetivism has been called by some. especially von Glasersfeld (1989), 10 be

radical constructivism. This tenn was used to distinguish this form of constructivism from

thai mainly or only built on prior knowledge. Still other researchers. as Treagust et aI. (1996)

report, believe that knowledge is not only personally constructed bul it is also socially

mediated. lltis suggests that although individuals have to construct their own meaning of

a new idea. the process ofconstructing meaning always is embedded within the social sening

that the individual is a pan of This brings forth another form of constructivism. which we

may call social constructivism.

Whatever the form of constructivism. it has become apparent that the teacher's role

within the classtoom will have to be re-examined. Simon (l995b) tells us that Hthe leacher
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has the dual role of fostering the development of conceptual knowledge among IUs or her

students and offacilitating the constitutionofsbared knowledge in the classroom community"

(p. 119). Linek. Sampson.. Sampson. Mohr. and Botha (1996) agree that "'the instructor (has]

to become a facilitator ofleaming rather than lhe source afknowledge" (p. 402). This role

of the teacher as a facilitator of learning is shared by many others (Anderson. 1996; Falk.

1996: Hand. 1996; Nelson & Hammerman. 1996: Prevost. 1993: Yackel. Cobb, Wood &

Merkel. 1990). Anderson (1996) goes on to elaborate on the teacher's role by saying that

"instead of being the provider ofinfonnation, you'll be the providerof~ for

students [0 gather their own infonnation" (po 49). Assessment takes on a new approach for

the teacher here as well. Now,lhe lcadlef uses assessment techniques to try and understand

how sruda'lts are thinking rather than whether or not they undem.and. Savery and Duffy

(1995) summarize the role ofteachers for us with their eight instructional principles that can

guide the practice ofteaching and the design oflearning environmenls. The principles include

anchoring all learning activities to a larger task or problem. supporting the learner in

developing ownership for the overall problem or task. and designing an authentic wk. [n

addition. the teacher" must design the task and the learning environment to reflect the

complexity of the environment they should be able to function in at the end of the learning.

As well, the learner should be given ownership ofthe process used to develop a solution. and

be continually challenged and supponed in the thinking. Lastly, the learner should be

encouraged to test their ideas against alternative views and alternative contexts., and be

provided with the opporturUty for and suppon of reflection on both the content learned and
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the learning process itself This had presented teachers with a most arduous role to play

within the classroom. but one which will help lead to the establishment of a constructivist

environment and a better learning situation for the children. The next section will look in

more detail at the implications constructivism can have on the classroom as a whole, including

teachers. but also students and the curriculum as weU.

Implications for the Classroom

In order to adopt a consuuctivist approach within the classroom. a major shift in the

assumptions about teaching and learning has to occ:ur. Nelson and Hammerman (1996) tdl

us that a change can only OCOJr when we change our beliefs about the nature of learning.

Some of those beliefs include perceiving students as empty vessels waiting 10 be filled. that

students learn by being lold what to do and how to do it. that the subject consists ofa series

ofisolated facts and topics which should be taught in a certain order, thai inSU\lction should

follow the textbook., and that students' confusion should be relieved by the teacht:r. These

and other beliefs can be seen as hindran~ to a changing philosophy for how we look at

teaching and learning.

Hand (1996) relates that in order to get past lhese traditional beliefs.. teachers must

develop differentl...nowledge bases to work from. He goes on to describe a 6ve·stage model

of in-service education for implementing this change. wtUch included identification of the

teacher's knowledge of classroom practice. students' knowledge of the subject, developing

ofpedagogical concept knowledge and a refining oftMt knowledge, and eventually the final

stage of developing a constructivist leaching framework. Following this model. according
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to Hand (1996), can lead to a change in teachers' approach to the classroom to be more in

line with constructivist notions. SEDL (1996b) in its MResources for Constructivism- anicle

identifies a book by Sharon F. Rallis and Gretchen B. Rossman called pynamic Teachers"

Leaders of Change in which the dynamic teacher should adopt no less that seven roles.

Previously. we have spoken about the facilitator role, but others include the moral steward,

the constructor, the philosopher. the inquirer, the bridger. and the changemaJcer This

cenainly makes the tasJc arbeing a tea.~ even more demanding and crucial.

If we look into a typical constructivist classroom. we can see a much different

environment than the traditional classroom. Once teachers adopt their new roles. students

and the curriculum will soon follow suite., and a true constructivist atmosphere will be

created. Brooks and Brooks (1993) offer us six insights into a constructivist classroom tbat

are wonhy of our consideration. The first says that student autonomy and initiative are

accepted and encouraged. This allows students to altain their own intellectual identity and

to take responsibility for their own learning and become good problem solvers. Secondly. in

a constructivist classroom.. the teacher asks open-ended questions and allows wait IUne for

responses. This encouragement of reflective thought is synonymous with the inquirer role

nOted earlier. A third insight into a constructivist classroom sees thatlUg.her-level dUnking

is encouraged. The teacher continually challenges swdents to go beyond simple facrual

responses and to analyze, predict. justify and defend ideas. Also. in a constructivist

classroom, students are engaged in dialogue with the teacher and with each other. This social

interaction is critical to helping students change or reinforce their ideas. A fifth insight is that
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students are engaged in experiences that challenge hypotheses and encourage discussion.

Students are permined and even encouraged to make predictions and to test their hypotheses

through group discussions oftheir experiences. Lastly. the constructivist class uses raw data,

primary sources. manipuJatives. physical and inlefaCl:ive materials. This involves students in

rea.I·wor!.d situations and helps them generate the abstractions that bind~ together.

lltese insights into a constructivist classroom help us see that the environment has certainly

changed from the more traditional one. but we can also see that the change will be for the

belter. $EDL (I99Sb) in its article entitled "Consuucting Knowledge in the Classroom~

reiterates these insights as critical to establishing a constructivist classroom. They add that

it is crucial to gradually start adopting construaivist practices within the classroom. Human

NItUre is such lhat we don't always let: go ofestablished practices and ideas. so a radical shift

to constructivism would eenainly be mel with some hesitation.

Anderson ( 1996) compares a traditional classroom with a constructivist classroom and

reiterates much of what Brooks and Brooks (1993) had said. The curriculum is guided by

students' questions and the emphasis in the curriculum is on big concepts. While this may

seem alright in theory. an inherent fear in this instance would be on what gets lost from the

curriculum. The students work together in cooperative groups on various activities and the

tcacheT" checks for understanding by seeking students' points of view and using assessment

techniques such as observation. student exhibits, and portfolios interwoven throughout the

teaching process. DeVries and Zan (1995) add another important element to this

constructivist classroom.. that being M asoci~ atmosphere ... in which respect for others
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is continually practiced" (p. 5). They go on to add thai this is a mutual, twcrway respect

between the teacher and children and between children. Hwangbo and Yawkey (1994) also

add their piece to the picture by identifying len key elements which "stress wholistic..

integrated experiences and activities and meaningful genen.lizalions
n

(p. 210). In this

classroom children are able to construct their own experiences and thoughts and 10 develop

their own wtderstandings. This exemplifies what a true constructivist dassroom is like. The

task for all those connected wilh the educational process is how to achieve this type of

classroom environment.

Responding to Criticisms of COl1lJtrudivism

Despite the anention that construdivism has received by the current refonn

movements in education.. especially in mathematics and science., there remain some concerns

about it. Most of these concerns have come from those thaI espouse more traditional.

behavioral approaches to education. One ofthe biggest concerns, according [0 Brooks and

Brooks (1996). is ~that constructivism ignores the central role of curriculum in education"

(p.3). Other concerns deal with the notion that teaching in a cortSlruetivist mar-ner is very

complex. difficult, and time-ronsuming. Still others, u reported in Treagust et al. (1996),

critici2e con.suuctivism on four different levels. namdy. that it is simply common sense, that

it has epistemological flaws, thai it leads to the denial ofthe existence of the physical world,

and that its excessive focus on the individual does not take social issues into account

Zevenbergen (1996) woukJ agree that the focus on the individual construction of meaning

within constructivism has ignored the wider soc:io-political context within which learning
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occurs. and the implications orlhat learning beyond the ronnal school context.

Treagust et at (1996) identify four beliefs lhat serve as impediments to the

constrUctivist view of teaching and learning. These beliefs ace based on a traditional.

transmissioNst approach to teaching. The beliefs include teachers' view aCthe learner and

the content as separate and static entities that must be reconciled, the tendency to equate

activity with leaming. the distinction bttween comprehension and application giving rise to

the idea that leaming is hien.rchical and that generalization leads 10 transfer. and lastly that

the curriculum is a fixed entity consisting of well-ordered content 10 be mastered according

to predetermined criteria. These beliefs resemble the constraints thaI a particular teacher

might experience within a panirolar school climate., and the feeling of not being strong

enough to affect change. "The Q1ITtIlt beliefs of many ace strong and persistent in our school

system.. and will have to be changed ifconstructivism is to gain an inroad into our education

system.

The most common criticism of constnJetivism. according to Brooks and Brooks

(1996), is that in a constructivist classroom. anything goes. The belief is that ifthe students

are not interesled in the topic. it does not get introduced or completed. This is certainly not

the case. Rather, the consuuctivist teacher lries to help students find relevance in the copies

specified in the curricula. Hence the topics themsdves are not as imponant as the approaches

used in introducing and exploring them, Anderson (1996) lells us that as a teacher. "you'll

continue to considel' district and state curricula, but what you teach will become more ofa

a>Ilabontive effort between you and your studems~ (p. 49). The constructivist teache:r"does
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not eliminate the curriculum; they help to make it more meaningful for their students by

posing imponant questions and letting their students construct their own knowledge.

Another criticism ofconstructivism has 10 do with its complexity_ Brooks and Brooks

(l996) agree that constructivist teaching is difficult to do, but the same can be said about any

task for which individuals lack the necessary skills and dispositions for. They summarize what

it takes to be a constructivist teacher by saying that:

Constructivist teaching requires negotiating skills. insights into human behavior,

sensitivity to human emotions, integrated subject knowledge, self-confidence. the

disposition to handle risk. and the ability to say. "I don't know:' "Let's find out," and

"What do you think?" It requires inherent trust in students' abilities to pose

meaningful questions and to answer them. It requires teachers 10 subordinate slavish

adherence to sequential curricula to the abilities and interestS of their studenls. It

requires the willingness to withhold one's own answers so that slUdents may discover

answers for themselves, so that students will be able to fully explore important issues

in their worlds, so that students will want to engage in an exploration. (p. 34)

This list of skills is complex indeed. but not at all unreasonable to expect of teachers who

have to work in the complex environment oftoday's classroom.

A related criticism to the complexity issue has to do with the faci that constructivist

approaches are very time-consuming and therefore interfere with coverage ofthe curriculum.

In today's schools where coverage of the curriculum is so important for assessment and

promotion reasons, this is a legitimate criticism. Brooks and Brooks (1996), however, point
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out that if we view coverage of the D.U'T'iOJlum from the perspective of identifyins major

concepts and topics., and increasing understanding among our students. then this criticism of

constructivism is unfounded. We have to recognize that less is more, thaI students should be

encouraged to consuua: their own meaning, and that we should acJcnowiedge and value what

the student knows rather than what the student doesn't know. Once we have reached this

point. the issue ohime will no longel'" be a consideration.

The criticism that the main principles ofconstructivism are simply common sense wu

reported by Treagusl et a1. (1996). However, when they looked more deeply at this claim

they found that we must approach it with caution. for oftentimes what gets accepted in theory

may never be put into practice. In other words, the theory ofconstructivism may very well

be acceptable to those involved in education. but how and even if that theory ever getS

practiced is questionable. Another criticism reported by Treagusl tt aJ. (1996) was that

constructivism has epistemological flaws. Most notably, the claim thai experiences are the

key source oflearning is not ICC\J.rate for constr\Ietivism. More imponam. it can be argued

that new Icnowledge does not come from experiences alone. but involves a number ofother

factors such as prior and preinstruClional conceptions. Anothercritique. specificaJly ofradicaJ

constructivist1\, is that it denies the existence of a physical outside world. Treagust et al.

(t 996) tell us that this is not correct, for I1ldical constructivism is consistent with a real

existing world outside, and it only denies the possibility ofany knowledge ofthat reality. We

must construct our own knowledge of that outside reality. The last criticism reported by

Treagust et aI. (1996). and supported by Zevenbergen (1996), says that radical constructivism
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focuses too much on the individual and doesn't take into account the social realities that

people exist within. As a leading proponent ofconstructivism. von Glasenfdd (1989), does

indeed recognize the social nature aCknowledge construction and includes social interaction

as an integral pan orany human subject's experiences.

Zevenber"gen (1996) goes funher in his criticism of radical constructivism. While il

is important to recognize the individual construction afknowledge. wh~ this knowledge is

compared with legitimate knowledge in the field. then discrepancies arise. Knowledge thai

a student creates, based on his or her history, may be quite viable, but when compared to

legitimate knowledge is quitt invalid. This is where constructivism fails, for there arc no

processes for the construction oflegitimatc knowledge. In reacting to this criticism. we tum

again to the role afthe teacher in this constructivist envkonment. The responsibility is on the

teacher to organize the learning environment in such a way to evoke eena.in forms of

knowledge construction, and while this should not be a restrictive atmosphere, there are

certain limitations in the construction ofany knowledge.

Discussion

Constructivism has become more widely accepted in the education field today as a

legitimate theory of leaching and learning. It is a complex Iheory 10 grasp and 10 implement

into teaching practices. However. much research agrees lhat it is a wonhwhile theory to

guide our education refonns into the next century. Phillips (1995) accounts that

··constructivism also deserves praise for bringing epistemological issues to the fore in the

discussion of learning and the currio.dum" (p. II). Much debate is ongoing within lhe
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education journals which is healthy for the field as a whole. More imponant.. constructivism

!las given teachers insights into how children learn. and in tum lhese teachers are able to make

better decisions about how to [eam After all as Anderson (1996) points out. the job of

teachers "is to help children become lifelong learners by facilitating the most authentic

learning experiences possible" (po 5I).

One of the biggest problems to overcome in refonning education to fit morc in line

with constructivist notions is teacher education programs. If teachers are to teach in a

constructivist manner, then they should themselves experience constructivist learning. Much

of traditional learning was in the fonn of being told the facts or how 10 do something and

going out and doing it. In tmns ofteacher education programs. this often meant studying the

theory behind leaching and learning. then observing other teacbers in the field and modelling

them in one's own practices. If constructivist practi~ are to become the norm in our

education S)'SIem. they should become the norm in teacher education programs and in

servicing programs as well. Falk (l996) tdls us that -changes such as these in reacher

education will suppan leachers in becoming powerful thinkers. [and] powerful thinkers make

powerful teachers" (p. 29). As regards those leachers already in Ihe field., Nelson and

Hammerman (1996) agree thaI a change is needed. but Ihey warn that Ihe research literature

on teacher change is modest, and much remains to be learned about the process of teachers

changing their practice within the classroom. This paucity of research literature can be filled

by teachers themselves. who need. as FosnOI (1989) relates. [0 become researchers in Iheir

professions. She presents a model for this 10 occur, as leachers reflect on their practices. on
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how students know and~ to know. and on their disciplines and the modes of inquiry

within them. In the end teachers will themselves become agents of change. This is what is

needed for constructivism 10 gain more prominence within the field ofeducation.

CondusioD

Constructivism's importance within the field of education is both productive and

healthy. It is productive because it has forced us to question the traditional beliefs about

teaching and learning and the acquisition afknowledge. By doing this we are indeed opening

up the field to much debale and debate is cenainly a healthy endeavour to be involved in.

Amidst debale. the field of education can only change and prosper. and the winners in the

long run will be the stUdents who are the main stakeholders in the education system. Even

amidst this reform movement that we seem 10 be constantly in. we must not lose sight of the

fact that education is for the student and any changes we make in philosophy, or policy. or

practice must have the students' interest in mind. Constructivism has offered an alternative

10 the traditional views that seemed to have outlived their relevance. and the time is upon us

to grasp the views ofconstruetivisrn. struggle with coming to understand their meaning, and

adapt them to lit our own situations.



Folio Two: ConstruClivism in Mathematics Education as Exemplified
by Ihe NCfM Standards
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lntroduction

Among the disciplines taught in ourschools. mathematics has probablybeen Iheobjea

ofthe greatest disservice. Fosnot (1989) reWed that -it is often taught solely as arithmetical

computation.. with little or no attempt made at facilitating reasoning or development oflogic"

(p_ 11). She went on to describe situations where children spent coumless hours practicing

algorithms that they often don't understand, and teachers assumed lhat higher-level concepts

are unde:nlood as long as children are computing successfully. While this appeared to be a

somewhat dramatic account ofthe situation with mathematics in our schools., it probably was

at least partially correa. Society in general sometimes pointed the finger ofblame at teachers,

but oftentimes teachers know of no bener approaches since they themselves ue products of

the same system.

In response to such claims. tbe National Council ofTeachers ofMathematics (NCTM)

have proposed dramatic changes in the content. instruction and assessment of school

mathematics (Edgenon, 1992). The Currig.dum and EvaluatiQn Standards fQr School

~~ (1989) was the first document tQ address these changes.

Subsequent documents that have grown out Qfme~ (1989) document included the

PrQfessiQnal Standards for Teaching Mathematics (1991), and the Assessment Standards for

Schoo! Mathematics (1995). These documents have become the primary basis fQr the present

refonn mQvement in mathematics educatiQn.

This report wil.! look at the histQrical develQpments in mathematical refQrm.

culminating with the recent standards documents. The underlying theoretical basis Qf these
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documents will be the fOQ1S of this paper. Constructivism has emerged as that basis. The

philosophical undet"pinnings aCme notion ofconstructivisrn from a mathematical perspective

will be examined. tn particular. the focus wiU be on how 10 establish a constructivist

environment in the mathematics classroom. There will be a number ofpractical suggestions

investigated in this light. The implications for tcaching and learning wiU be discussed and a

number of models will be highlighted to further our understanding of where the research

literature in this area has been focused. The standards documents and the evolving

constructivist approaches have had an impact on teacher education programs as well. Ths

area will be investigated and suggestions will be brought forth on how to incorporate a

constructivist approach into teacher education programs. lastly. the future of mathematics

education will be discussed and future research endeavours will be highlighted. The

mathematics education movement enjoys an interesting time. Amidst an ever-cltanging

society. there is a need to reform mathematics education based on the theory of

constructivism.

Matbematical Refonn

Reform is not a new concept in the field of mathemalics education. Lacampagne

(1993) summarized lhe major reform movemenlS ofthe past fifty years for us. rUSl there was

~the 'new math' movement of lhe 19505 and 1960s [which} emphasized the unifying

malhematical concepts of logic and set theory" (p. 1). Bosse (1995) related that this so

called 'new math' movement was actually difficult to define. He contended that the movement

was actually ~all [ofthe} educalional movements during the 1950sand 19605 lhat had an aim
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of refanning, repairing. or enhancing mathernatics~ (p. 113). He went on to suggest thai

limiting the definition of the new math movement 10 include components like set theory and

conceptualizing mathematics would do injustice 10 the many issues that dominated those times

in mathematics education. In any case.. the new math did not receive widespread acceptance,

mostly because it did not pay auention to how students learn and what they are capable of

learning at different ages (Lacampagoc. 1993). Bosse (1995) reiterated these shortcomings

of the movement and anributed it to an absence of a cohesive philosophy, and to the

inappropriate materials that eventually reached the classrooms. These materials were nOi

what the refonners had envisioned on both a curricular and philosophical level.

Following the new math was ftthe 'back 10 basics' movement which. emphasized rOle

memorization of arithmetic facts and the learning of paper-and-pencil aJgoriduns

(Lacampagne, 1993. p. I). This movement lasted throughout the 19705 and 1980$. The

present monn movement emerged as a result aCthe inherent weaknesses in the back 10 basics

movement. Specifically. tbere was a neglect of higher order thinking and problem solving

skills. Also. our students were not preforming on par with other countries, as shown in a

number of international studies. [f we include changing mathematical skills for the work

force. new research finding on leaching and learning mathematics. and the increasing uses of

calculators and compulers, then we can see thai the back to the basics movement failed in its

attempt to address these issues (Lacampagne, 1993). Bums (1994) related that "the call for

reforming mathematics leaching (was) made loudly and strongly" (p. 471). She went on 10

provide us with an account of where the call for reform was coming from. Within the field
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of mathematics education itself. in 1989, two important documents were released, namely,

the NCTM Standards and Everybody Counts: A RePOrt tQ the Nation on the Future of

Mathematics EdUcation. sponsored by the National Research Council and published by

National Academy Press. [n addition. the following year. the Mathematics Sciences

Education Board (MSEB) released Reshaping Schoo! Mathematics. These and other

publications in educational journals presented a consistent message: "teach the children to

solve problems. reason, communicate. value mathematics. and become confident in their

ability to do mathematics" (Bums. 1994. p. 471). Outside the field. repons in the general

media also caHed for a change. Bums (1994) teUs us that Parenting magazine, Newsweek

and the Wall Street Journal also got in on the reform agenda and specially had articles dealing

with refonn in mathematics education. The NCTM embarked on its current reform

movement beginning in 1986. The Standards (1989) document emerged from that initiation.

Primarily, the new standards envisioned a shift in the teaching and leaming of mathematics

in five major areas. Specifically, Lacampagne «( 993) related that these areas are in making

mathematical communities within the classroom, using logic and mathematical evidence as

verification. reasoning mathematically. conjecturing and problem solving. and coMecting

mathematics.

Much has been said about the philosophy behind each of the mathematical reform

movements. Bosse (1995) examined both the new math and the NCTM standards'

movements and concluded that only the standards movement emerged under one common

philosophical stance. Constructivism emerged as the unifying paradigm of mathematics
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education. Bosse (1995) related though that ~the NCTM entered the process ea.sily as

epistemologically fractioned as the New Math Movement had been- (p. 183). The key for

the standards' movement was their ability to latch onto this theory ofhow learning occurs and

incorporate it into the very fabric ofthe documents. Wilson (1994) supponed this notion of

constructivism being the central view of leaming defined by the sandards documems.

Greenes (1995) also agreed thaJ: construaivism fueled the reform in mathematics curriculum,

pedagogy, and assessment. which fonned the basis for the standards movement. So. while

there appeared to be somt lack of unity at the beginning ofthe standards reform movement,

the end resuhs were documents that -focused upon one epistemological paradigm to which

all developers acquiesced· ConstruaivismM (Bosse. 1995. p. 187).

If we look at the standards documents themselves, we can see a connection to

constructivism as the c:enml view of learning. TheNCTM~ (1989) described that

"'earning does not occur by passive absorption . instead. in many situations individuals

approach a new task with prior knowledge. assimilate new information. and construct their

own meanings" (p. 10). The document went on to add that "this constructive, active view

ofthe learning process must be reflected in the way much ofmathemaric:s is taught" (p. 10).

The NCTM Professional Standard' for Teaching Mathemalics (1991) also supponed this

constructivist view by reporting that"educational research findings from cognitive psychology

and mathematics education indicate that learning occurs as students actively assimilate new

infOrm3lion and experiences and construct their own meanings" (p. 2). The standards then

have put forth the vision and issued the cbalIc:nge. Before we look more closely at this
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challenge as reflected in the Slandards., we will tum our anentian to the notion of

constructivism and examine its basic principles from a mathematical ~pectivc.

CORStrUctivism: A Mathematkal Perspective

Reid ( 1991 ) defined constructivism as •a theory ofJcnowledge acquisition which holds

tbat knowledge is constructed by the leamer [and] thai knowledge is not only assimilated but

also accommodated by the learner" (p. g I). Others interpreted this as meaning that

constJ\lctivism was based on two main principles (Lerman. 1989; Roth, 1993; Wheatley,

1991; Wilson. 1994). The first dealt with the active construction of knowledge by the

subject rather than the passive receiving afknowledge from the environment. This notion

was generally widely accepted by mathematics educators (Salachef( 1991). The second

principle dealt with how we come to know. It suggested that this process was adaptive and

served the organization orthe experiential world, not the discovery of the pree:<isting world

outside the mind of the knower. [n other words., we can only come to know the world

through our own experiences. This notion was troublesome for many (Wheatley, 1991:

Wilson.. 1994). Lerman (1989) indicated that the second principle ofconstruetivism was

controversial on two levels. The tim dealt with ·whether it is ever poSSlole to understand

what anyone else is saying or meaning, that is. problems ofprivale languages" (p. 211).

Secondly, Lennan (1989) added thaI the problem arises as to "what kind ofmeaning can thus

be given to what we all accepl as known., that is. the nature of knowledge in general and of

mathematical knowledge in particular" (p. 211). This second principle ofconstructivism has

raised a number- of concerns. no! only with the acquisilion of malhematical knowledge. but
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knowledge in general. We find ourselves. therefore, redefining knowledge from a

constructivist perspective. In the ensuing redefinition afknowledge we find that the questions

of truth and meaning also become evident.

Wheatley (1991) revealed that -from a constructivist perspective, knowledge

originates in the learner's activity preformed on objects" (p. 10). He went on to stress that

knowledge is contextual and never separated from the knower. Simon (1995b) reinforced this

notion by saying that M we construct our knowledge ofour world from our perceptions and

experiences. which are themselves mediated through our previous knowledge" (p. 115). As

well. the search for truth was replaced by a search for what is viable. for what will work as

it fits our experiential world. Wheatley (1991) told us that "in constructivism. no claim to

truth is made instead. we consider our positions viable" (p. 11) Thus we take

information as given when our experiences have not yet proven otherwise. Some concept

works as long as ~it does what we need it to do: to make sense to our perceptions ofdata.

to make an accurate prediction, to solve a problem, or to accomplish a personal goal" (Simon,

1995b, p. 115). The knowledge was then said to be viable.

Another important aspect ofthis view ofknowledge from a constructivist perspective

dealt with "the fact that we cannot transmit meaning but must construct it for ourselves"

(Wheatley, 1991, p. II). Meaning was not passed on from individual to individual. Rather,

it was evoked in individuals as a result of experiences they have. This notion presented

difficulty in the traditional view of mathematics as a body of knowledge to be passed on to

individuals. From a constructivist perspective, mathematics should be viewed as an "activity
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ofconstrueting relationships and patterns· (Wheatley, 1991. p. II). There was [hen a need

for a shift in the learning environments of ch.ildren so that they can construct their own

meanings in a social setting conducive to that construction. This view ofleaming parallelled

the social constructivist paradigm, or as Lerman (1996) called it. the sociocultural view of

learning. He went on to criticize radical constructivism. which is a major theoretical

orientation in the mathematics education community in relation to children's learning, on the

basis that it concentrated too much on the individual as a meaning-maker with no influence

from the cultural setting that individual is a part of Clearly, the social setting does have an

influence on the knowledge that is acquired and how the children come to understand that

knowledge. This has a number of imponam implications for the teachinglleaming process

and environment of the mathematics classroom. Before we look at those implica!ions,

however, let us examine in more detail the implications the standards documents have had and

will have on the field of mathematics education.

The Standards Documents

Bosse (1995) related that ~the S!andards was not intended as a curriculum as much

as a document defining an educational philosophy" (p. [75). This view was supported by

others connected with the reform movement (Crosswhite, Dossey, &. Frye, 1989: Frye, 1989).

The vision. as it has often been called, was what the Standards were designed to promote.

What was that vision? Crosswhite, et aI. (1989) tell us the ~vision is that all these students

have a suitable and sufficient mathematics background" (p. 669). That vision also considered

equality of opponunity and clearly articulated that it was possible for all students to attain
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mathematical power. Frye (1989) funher clarified this vision by saying that.. as a teache!". it

is indeed worth the effon 10 make it po5SIble for every student to achieve this mathematical

power. She continued thaI ~this power is the ability to explore., conjecture. and reason

logically as well as use a variety of mathematical methods 10 solve nonrouline problems

effectively· (p. 6). The epitome ofrealizing the vision inherent in the~ would be 10

produce students with this mathematical power. Simon and Blume (1996) summarized that:

The standards documents promote a vision of classroom mathematics in which

students engage in explorations of mathematical situations. oral and written

communication ofideas, and verification. modification. and validation ofthose ideas

Thus., students actively panicipate, tiling on a role thai is analogous to the role of

mathematician. creating mathematics. evaluating mathematics that has been created

by members of the classroom mathematics community. and negotiating shared

approaches to and standards for these activities. This vision COn[rasts sharply with

traditional mathematics classes, where the teacher and textbook serve as the source

of mathematics and the evaluators ofmathematicaJ validity. (p.3)

Hence the vision was fully aniculaterl. Nowthe question remained as to how that vision could

get realized in the mathematics classroom?

The task would not be an easy one. How would students be able to become full

panicipants in a discipline that promoted absolutism in terms of set procedures (algorithms)

and correct answers? Greenes (1995) described one model for students to engage in

investigation and exploration as the standards documents stressed. She added that "Iearning
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mathematics. thinking mathematically, and solving mathematical problems are complex.

nonlinear. procedures involving at least five cognitive processes" (see Figure 2.1) (p. 91).

Each ofthese processes involves all the others. and may be revisited several times during the

investigation. exploration and learning.

The: educational journals flourished with articles on how 10 make the standards a

reality in the classroom. Hirsch and Schoen (1989) described one such approach for

implementing a conunon corc curriculum for grades 9-12. They proposed a radical shift in

the curriculum from what was presently the practice. This would mean a shift in focus on all

levels. including governing bodies, textbook publishers. and at the classroom level..

Curriculum through middle school grades would have to change as would the mathematics

OJrriculum at the college levd. From this review, it had become evident that the vision the

Figure 2. I: The Investigative Process.

(Note: Source for Figure 2.1 is Greenes. 1995, p. 91)
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standards were promoting would have significant impacts on a111evds of the mathematics

education community. Our focus. OOwever. will now rum to the implications that the

standards had for the teaching and learning processes at the K-12 levels. In particular, we

want to look at Itow the approaches to teaching and learning mathematics changed as a result

of the standards documents.

lmplicadons for Teaching and Luming

Ifwe adopt a constr\.letivisc. view. this has a number of implications for the teaching

and learning of mathematics. The CUfT'ent beliefs of both teachers and learners will be

examined as a starring point for overcoming some orthe obstacles. Learning becomes very

much a personal matter, "accomplished by constNeting and elaborating schemes based on

experiences" (Wheatley, 1991, p. 12). The classroom is not a workplace, where students are

paid for their products with praise and grades. rather it becomes a learning place. where

meaning is central and discussing ideas with others is common. This environment demanded

a different role for the teacher as well. The teacher must become a facilitator orlhe learning

process rather than the sole authority on learning maners. Wheatley (1991) tells us that -in

the learning place the goal is learning. not completing taSks- (p. 13), which is the goal ofthe

workplace. The students in this learning place take on the role ofexplorerlinventor. Both

the role of the teacher and the students wiU be discussed in more detail later in this section.

These changes in the classroom. and indeed in the tC8chingllearning process itself, are viewed

as essential to making the shift to a constructivist environment.

The greatest stumbling block to change was the CWTent beliefs and conceptions of
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mathematics and mathematics education. Mcleod (1993) rdaled that the current beliefs of

students often led them to respond negatively to problem-solving activities. They viewed

mathematics as a set of ruJes., and when they were presented with a nonroutine problem. they

became frustrated and quit trying to 6nd an answer to the problem Our culture believed and

promoted that learning mathematics depended more on ability than on efron, and only

geniuses can be creative and successful in mathematics. Battista (1994) referred to these

current beliefs of students and others about mathematics as having an incompatibility that is

in essence blocking refonn. While this view may not be entirely the case, there is some merit

in considering his argument. He went on to offer suggestions on how to change these beliefs..

concentrating mainly on the areas of mathematics curriculum and the teaching and learning

ofma1hematics. While the~ attempted to deal with mathematics curriculum and the

subsequent evaluation of students, the underlying vision implied a radical change in bow we

view teaching and learning. Frye (1989) related that ~change is a process ofgrowth rather

than a movement to a plateau~ (p. 7). Schifter (1996) also warned that -there is no point of

arrival. but rather a path that leads on to funher growth and change" (p. 499). Change will

oca.ar once you. as a teacher. reflect upon your a.arrent beliefs and compare them to those

envisioned inthe~. Gatet and ~1jJls (1995) reponed that this change in practice -is

beginning to shift in directions consistent with the NCTM's Curriculum and Evaluation

~ (1989): at least in high school mathematics. They continued that change is

occurring more rapidly in some aspectS ofpraetice. such as the use of technology, than in

other areas. such as the useofnew fonnsofassessment. Gatet and Mills(I995) summarized
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the argument by rqK)ning that ~changeentails theconslfuCtion ofpraetice. wh.ich is facilitated

by depanmcmalleadership that encourages teacher collaboration, collegiality, and shared

decision making and suppons teachers in developing a new set of values. beliefs. and

routines" (po 387).

'The most common view among typical everyday mathematics teachers was that they

were powerless to affect any change in vision in their schocKs or districts. Hatfield and Price

(1992) referred us to the shift that was occuning away from district management of schools

to site-based management. This shift:. they argued. CQuid provide the right environment for

a change in focus.. especially for mathematics education, bringing us more in tune with the

reforms. In our present climate.. with the increasing popularity ofsite-based decision·malcing

groups. such as.school councils. this view ofHatfield and Price (1992) couJd be realized. The

context is right [0 im~>iement major refonns in mathematics education especially if

administrators and parents can be brought on side in recognizing the need and value in reform.

Mumme and Weissglass (1989) reiterated the importance of individual teachers in

implementing the~_ They suggested an incremental approach to change on the part

of teachers in their respective classrooms. As welJ..lhey argued that a teachet-can do things

outside hisIher clusroom. such as getting involved in OJrricuium comminees; educating

administrators., school boards. and parents; and inviting others to come into their classroom

and see how the new approach to teaching and learning mathematics is working. The

importance ofteachers leading this refonn movement from the ground·up (Hitch. 1990) was

essentially what the NCTM had in mind when they began work on the~ almost a
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decade ago. The teachers' role, therefore. has become even more complicated. Not only

must they facilitate changes in their own beliefs and practices within their individual

classrooms and environments. but they also must exten::l. that work beyond the walls of their

classrooms to affect changes on a much broader basis. P. C. Tayior (1996). however, warned

that because "'the overwhelmlng majority of secondary school mathematics teachers are

subject 10 the enculturating influence of their immediate school communilies. including

administrators. peers. and parents ... it is important to avoid the danger of perpetuating the

myth aClbe teacher as an heroic individual (p. 169). He went on 10 add that it is important

for teachers 10 "'become communicatively competent in forums beyond their classrooms" (p.

169) and 10 promote reform as much as they possibly can. Hatfield and Price (1992) sense

that the conditions for reform ace right for the implementation process to succeed. They

reponed that -teachers' early involvement in the process. administrative suppon. provision

of materials. foUow-up in the classroom, strong lead~p. and a sense of direction~

by NCTM's curriculum standards· (p. 36) are all factors that will lead [0 Ihe success ofllle

change process.

If change occurred. we would want [0 be assured that Ihe change would be for the

better. Duit and Confrey (1996) reported that thc:reare a oomberofassumptions underlying

a reorganization ofthe OJrrio.dum and teaching, based on a constructivist perspective. They

included that constructivist approaches usually give more emphasis to the applicability of

mathematical knowledge than do more traditional approaches. that the curriculum would have

to deal with issues about the nalUre and range of mathematical knowledge. that it is
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impossible 10 totally replace students' conceptions of mathematics with so-called true

mathematical knowledge. that approaches to mathematical understanding would be student

centered. and that the norms and routines ofthe classroom interaction have a significant role

to play in the fonnation ofmathematical knowledge. These assumptions lead us 10 look at

the mathematics curriculum and the leaching of that curriculum in a new light. The

constructivist teacher has an enonnow task 10 accomplish. but one that is certainly

achievable. Brooks and Brooks (1993) listed five principles that should guide the leaching

process in aconstructivist classroom. They included posing problems ofemerging relevance

to students. strUCturing learning around primary concepts. seeking and valuing students'

points ofview, adapting curriculum 10 address students' suppositions. and assessing student

learning in the context of teaching.

The next question deals with how we plan our learning activities so as to promote

meaningfulleaming from a constrUctivist paradigm. Educators. who recognize that the

traditional explain-practice method ofinstrucUon does nol work. may tum to the notion of

active learning. Wheatley (1992) warned US however, that this shift in instructional practice

does not always resuJt in increased mathematical learning. He argued that simply putting

more activities into the mathematical environment wiU not suffice. The environment must

also encourage reflection on the actions that were taken to solve a problem. This notion of

reflection had appeared to become centra! to the theory ofconstructivism.

Hart. Schultz. Najee-ullah. and Nash (1992) identified reflection as a key ingredient

in the teaching process. [fa change in pra.ctice is needed., it can only be ascertained lhrough
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reflecting on one' 5 own teaching. Edwards (1994) wouJd agree that reflection is critical

especially to initiate the change in teacher beliefs about how students learn from the

construaivist approach. The model (see Figme 2.2) he proposed was developed during a

two-year studyofmathematics teachers' implementationofan innovativecurriculum program.

At the heart ofthis model was metacognition, which is the uniquely human ability [0 monitor

one'sown reflective activity. Edwards ( 1994) reponed that "beliefs form a foundation for the

reflective cycle of the change- (p. 12). In addition. "beliefs color a teacher's interpretation

of classroom interactions and help to detennine which aspects of practice a teacher finds

problematic. as well as the ways in which the teacher addresses the problematic" (p. 12).

Figure 2.2: A Constructivist Modt:! of Teacher Change Based on Beliefs
and Monitoring by Mel8cognilion

(Note: Source for figure 2.2 is Edwards, 1994, p. 14)
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Hence, in order to change teaching practice. one must first cOnlemplatc a change in beliefs.

This was by no means an easy undenaking, but one that reflection can help initiate.

Reflection was also imponant for the student. The teacher. however, has to initiate

the process. This can be done in a number of ways. One ofthe key notions in constructing

one'5 own knowledge was to make connections between old ideas and new ideas. Students

engaged in problem solving activities can be encouraged to reflect by the teacher who asks

such questions as: How does this fit with what you already know? or In what ways is this

problem like other problems you have experienced? or What is it about this problem that

reminds you ofa previous problem? Brutlag and Maples (1992) agreed that reflecting on

connections within students' mathematical experiences is essential to lrue mathematical

understanding. They suggested writing in journals, making presentations. discussing in

seminars. and working on projects as means [0 accomplish this end. Krulik and Rudnick

(l994) also stressed that reflection on the part of students is important. for it improves [heir

creative thinking skills, and motivates them to explore for possibilities and find alternative

solutions

Quite often. even after there has been a change in the belief system of mathematics

teachers, as a result ofreflec:tion or not, there still remains the inherent question of what to

do in mathematics class. This question remains because most mathematics teachers have

come through a ~temwhere knowledge transmission was the norm and the explain-practice

methodology was commonplace. Constructivism has provided us with the basic tenets upon

which to build models of teaching (Simon. 1995~ Steffe and D'Ambrosio, 1995). The
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research literature has provided w with some alternatives to the tndition.a1 methods of

insuuetion. One ofthe most notable instructional SU<ltegies was problem<efltered learning

(Wheatley, 1991). This strategy has three components. namely, tasks. cooperative groups..

and sharing (see Figure 2.3). In short. the strategy employed Ihe teacherto select problematic

tasks for students. allow them to work: on these tasks in smaU groups. and then to share

within a whole class sening. The teacher's role was that of a facilitator and every effort was

made on the pan of the teacher to be nonjudgemental but encouraging. Wheatl~ (1992)

rdated that ·problern-centered leaming is not to be confused with active learning or what is

sometimes called 'hands-on math' in which rnanipulalives are used to help students learn" (p.

530). The first Sl:ep ofidemifying tasks can be challenging for the leacher. who must choose

Tuks

CG.:;:ve
;---, ShariIlg

~ '~

Figure :U: Problem Centered Learning

(Note: Source for Figure 2.3 is Wheatley, 1991. p. 16)
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tasks that reflect the cenual ideas ofttle discipline and appeal to students' understandings. In

the end. the teacher must make judgements about the appropriateness of the activities

available. The second step involved the students wor1c.ing in small groups. This step

recognized that -learning [must occur within] the social context of classrooms. which are

heavily influenced by interactions among the members of this intellectual community

(Wheatley. 1991. p, 19). Knowledge was coconslrueted in this instance. The third step

involved students coming together as a whole class 10 share their methods of arriving at a

solution to the task. It was important in this step for the teacher to be nonjudgemental but

to assume a facilitative role.

Cobb eta!. (1991) reponed on a year·longproject involving len second-grade classes

where instruction was generally compatible with a socioconstruetivist theory aCknowledge.

The ten project classes were based on a problem-cenlered instructional approach and -wert

compared to eight nonproject classes on a standardized test and on instruments designed to

assess stUdents' computational proficiency and conceptual development in arithmetic. their

personal goals in mathematics. and their beliefs about reasons for success in mathematics" (p.

3). The results of the project showed that the computational perfonnance levels were

comparable between the two groups, but the project studenrs had a higher level ofconceptual

understanding, held stronger beliefs about the importance ofunderstanding and collaborating,

and attributed less imponance to confonning to the methods ofothers, competitiveness. and

task-extrinsic reasons for success (Cobb et al.• 1991). As well, a pedagogical beliefs

questionnaire completed by all teachers indicated that the project teacher's beliefs were more
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compatible with a socioconstruetivist~ive than their nonproject c:ounterpans. This

study was found to be broadly compatible with the NCTM refonn recommendatiol".s, ev~

though it did not set out to test those recommendations.

In another study. referred to in Wheatley (I992), called the Mathematics Learning

Project, teachers at the Florida State Univ~ity laboratory School used problem-eentered

learning as their primary instructional strategy. The teachers assessed their pupils using an

informed professional judgement technique. The students did not get grades nor were they

administered tests. except for required stale or national assessments. Instead, the teacher kept

notes of the students' activity in which there was consideration given for ~persislence.

confidence. co-operation. communication, and the quality of their mathematical

construetionsM (p. 531). Another key pan of the project involved establishing an

environment which encouraged reflection. The teacher's role, besides selecting tasks and

assessing. also involved negotiating social norms., which is the essence ofbeing a facilitator

of learning. Wheatley (1992) concluded that ·studentS who have experienced problem

center-ed learning, in which reflection is central, are able to solve noo-routine problems and

to construct new knowledge- (p. 540).

Yackel. Cobb. Wood. and Mer-kei (1990) summarized the aspects ofconstruetivism

as they have been applied to a number of research studies involving problem--cemer-ed

learning. It was important for the teacher to understand students' mathematical experiences

as a staning poim for creating a constructivist classroom environment. Then, as students

worked on the tasks set down for them. they interacted with both the teacher and otner
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Sl:udent$. This interaction provided them with cruciaJ learning opportunities. Finally, during

the whole-dass discussion. stUdents are expected 10 give explanations oftheir problems and

solutions.. and respond to questions or challenges posed by others. Yackel tl al. (1990)

indicated that this type ofdiscourse increased the amount of time stUdents actually spend

participating in problem-solving activities. but more important. due to social interaction. they

Ieamed to reason analytically. This was consistent with the NCThfs standards on

communication. reasoning and cOMections.

Problem·solving based models are evidently the most effective in promoting the

notions ofconstructivism within the classroom. Savery and DuffY (1995) offered us another

related modd of teaching and learning which was very sUnilar to the problem<entered

learning model. They related thai the problem-based learning model used in medical

education since the mid-19SOs can be applied to the creation of a consuuetivisl learning

environment. The generation of real problems relevant to the content domain. the

cooperative groupings that work on solutions to the problems. the presentation of the

problem solutions. and the facilitator role that the teacher takes all resembled the problem

centered approach descnbed above for mathematics problem solving. Sil""e!" (1994) would

go even a step further with problem-solving moods. and propose that students themselves

become involved in posing mathematical problems to solve. This can be done before. during.

or after the solution ofa problem. II has become evident that solving problems was the key

to establishing a constructivist environment in the mathematics class. Barba (1990) took the

stance that problem-solving can be taught. She cited George Polya's four stages to problem
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solving as being aitical to becoming successful problem solvers. The stages are

understanding the problem, devising a plan. carrying out the plan, and looking back. The task

for the teacher however, has not become any easier. Teachers cannot simply come up with

a number of problems. put students together in groups. and hope they come up with the

solutions. Taback (1992) said that teachers have to become problem-solvers themselves, in

order 10 acquire the mathematical know-now in solving and re6ecting upon problems. Then

we will have teachers who are able to fully realize their role within the problem solving

activity their students are engaged in.

If models such as problem-centered learning andlor problem-based learning become

more aCthe norm in our mathematics classrooms. then we., as teachers., must revisit how we

teach. Prevost (1993) offered a practical approach to implementing change in how we teach.

He suggested that we return 10 the three Rs - reflect, risk. and revise. The essence of

reflection has already been investigated. but Prevost (1993) made some practical suggestions

of what to do. For example, he suggested that teachers should take some time each day,

week., or semesler 10 jot down what they believe and what they do. After they have formed

their lheory of teaching, the next Step in refleaion is to share their best classroom creations

with colleagues. 'This opens up the classroom and the teachers' practices for examinalion by

others. Prevost (1993) went on 10 include reading and suggested several sources of

information. The reading, he believed. will expose alternative suggestions for teachers and

give them something different 10 try in cemin situations. The next step was to integrate the

new approaches that were discovered into the existing schema (ie., take the risk).
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Suggestions mentioned underneath this step included getting hdp from faculty and programs

at a locaJ college or university, planning Slaffdevelopmcna activities, planning a lesson with

specific goals in mind and disaJssing that lesson with a colleague who has observed you. and

changing other factors that influence the way you teach. This may be something as simple as

the physical arrangement ofyout classroom. The key was 10 experiment and find out what

works for you. The third step involved revising. This was an imponanl step for not

everything we try is successful. It involved reflecting on the anempts we have made to

change and evaluating OC" reviewing our effons. Then ifwe feel there is a need 10 revise our

approach. lesson, arrangement. or whatever. we should do so. Prevost (1993) concluded that

-in the constructivist tradition .. we must do the learning, and we must reconstruct our

own view of teaching" (p. 78)

Another model ofmathematics leaching was offered by Jaworski (1992), and is called

the teaching triad (see Figure 2.4). Jaworslci (1992) claimed to have constructed this model

as a result ofextensive observations ofmathematics classrooms. [n addition, she linked this

model to a constructivist philosophy with the classtoom leaching: of mathematics. if we

briefly examine the three elements of this model., we can see Ihat management of learning

deall wilh Ihecreation ofa learning environment. This encompassed. classroom organizations.

curricular decisions. establishing ways of working, and establishing classroom values and

expectations. The sensitivity to students involved developing both a knowledge ofindividual

students' characteristics and need. and an approach to working with students being consistent

with those needs. Lastly. mathemalical challenge involved stimulating mathematica1lhought
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and enquiry, and motivating students to become engaged in mathematical thinking. Jawonlci

(I992) related that ·only students themselves can COMmet their mathematical knowledge.

relative to their own individual experiences- (p. 14). The leacher. however. can influence

and interact in these: constructions. Manag~[ of learning created the opponunity for

influence, sensitivity to students built the Itnowledge and opponunity for influence. and

mathematical challenge offered the content ofinfluence and interaction in a more interesting

and motivating way. This model then offered us an approach 10 teaching that is consistent

with the constructivist views of knowledge and teaming.

-"1\
Figure 2.4: The Teaching Triad

(Note: Source for Figure 2.4 is Jaworski, 1992, p. 8)
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The implications of constructivism on teach.ing and leaming are significant. The

greatest barrier to implementing change seemed to be the mind set of both teachers and

students connecting with the learning process. There existed many tnditionaI classroom

examples to serve as models exemplifYing the old waysofteaching and learning. Models such

as problem-eentcred learning offerred optimism for the future. The key to initiating a change,

however, rcsts with the classroom teacher. Individual change cannot be mandated from

above but rat~must come from within. The NCTM standards have provided us with the

vision for change. The view ofthe literature is that it is incuntlenJ: upon us aU. as educators..

to help move toward achievement orthat vision.

Tea~her Education Programs

The NCTM standards documents have put us in the midst ofa mathematics education

revolution. These documents have provided us with a vision ofchange. but that vision may

be difficult to implemern into practice. Gadanidis (1991) reported on a project that attempted

to "facilitate the growth of teachers so that they take ownership orlhe construction oftheir

personal visions of malhematics educalion and of their implemeOlation into practice- (p

126). This project was carried OUt with two mathematics melhods classes of pre-servia

secondary leachers. The project had two major components. One involved pre.service

teachers defining their practice and their visions of mathematics education. and using

reflection as a means ofbridging Ihe gap between the two. The other component employed

a student centered approach by taking advantage of. and building on. the experiences. beliefs.

and understandings of the pre.service teachers. The results of the project have important
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implications for teacher education programs. The pre·service teachers in this project saw a

definite need for developing an understanding of their practice. visions. and path for

professional growth. Also imponam in the project was the instructors' anempt to establish

consistency between visions and practice through reflection. These suggestions offer teacher

education programs a means to initiate a change in focus for mathematics teachers.

Bridges and HaJJinger (1996) reported on a problem-based learning approach to the

professional devdopmem ofscbool admiJljsttators. They recognized that administrators., like

teachers, are being asked to move away from command and control models ofleadership to

more transformational styles. The imponancc of administrators adopting such an approach

was critical because they llIt the IeadeB within an individual school. whose teachers are in the

midst of refonning their practices. and they will serve as models for that refonn. The

professional development of those administrators was seen as crucial to ensuring success of

the current educational refonns now under way.

Professional deve.lopment ofmathematics teacher's was also seen ascritica.l to making

the reform happen. Corwin (1993) agreed that while the standards aTe there as a guide to

teacher education progmns. professional development sessions. and in-service days. they

racel.y get mentioned in such aClivitie:s. The time has come to create a new mathematical

culture, where teachers reflect on their practices, learn about their pedagogy and about

children's learning afmatbematics. and engage in and construct mathematics far themselves.

Then we will have teachers wha are able ta effect change within their teaching and within

how their students come to understand mathematics.



Future Rtsurcb luues

The research community rrusa also continue to seek out through projects and studies.

what works in the mathematics classroom I:lrilt from a consuuctivisl: perspective. The North

Cenual Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL) (1994) reponed on several ongoing

research projects that are investigating mathematics programs and how well they mesh with

the NCTM standards. Some examples included the Algebra Project out ofCambridge. Mass.;

the Cognilively Guided Instruction (CGI) project from the University of Wisconsin·

Madison; and the University ofChicago School Mathematics Project (UCSMP). Kwartler

(1993) also reponed to us about the Primary Mathematics Education Enhancement Program

(pMEEP), which is an ongoing collaborative project of Kent Slate University and eleven

school districts in a primarily I\IJ'8.I midwestern county. The project will have included 200

teachers from grades K-2 in worIcshops, keeping journals. peer coaching, and helping in a

summer QU'l"icuJum development project. The project focused on a constructivist approach

to mathenatic:s education. These and other research projects indicate to us the direction Ihe

research community is going in this regard. It is clear that NCTM's vision has certainly been

well accepted both inside and outside the education field. The foros now has turned to how

best we can real.iz:e thar vision.

The challenge to teachers has been issued by NCTM andthe~. It is now up

to teachers to respond 10 that challenge. The Research Advisory Committee ofthe NCTM

(1990) outlines a need for both transformative and monitoring research in the area of

mathematics education, in light ofthe~ document. The lransformative agenda deals
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wilh what ought 10~ whil~ the monitoring agenda will study the effects afthe~

on the teaching and learning of mathematics. Teachers need to become a part of these

research agendas. {n essence. teachers are those charged with implementing the~

therefore they are in a prime position 10 research and report on the effects that the~

are having on our malbematics education system. There is an inherent need for reachers 10

become researchers. The Research Advisory Comminee{ 1990) identified six areas that offer

extensive research possibilities. namely, assessment, changes in curriculum materials,

mathematics as communication. policy-related issues, effectS of Itchnolog)', and secondary

core curriculum. Hence. there is a further challenge being issued 10 teachers. If the reform

movement is to maintain its momentum. leachers must become involved in all aspects of

reform.. including awareness., acceptance, implementation. and research intolhe~and

the vision for mathematics that will bring us into the twenty-first century.

Condwion

The research literature on constructivism and the NCTM standards indicate 10 us that

the mathematics clusrooms orthe future will look nwch different from those ofthe past. with

few exceptions. Edgerton (1992) summarized the argument for change when he said that

~there will always be a few people that defY change and a few that relish it~ (p. 22). For

teachers presently in the system. there must be some reason 10 want to change. By showing

people that the traditional way of doing things has weaknesses. the incentive is there to

change practices. However. it will nOI be a simple. nor quick process. Smith (1996) alened

us to yet another challenge for reform among teachers. that being their own sense ofefficacy.
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Teachers in the field who have been using the traditional methods of leaching by telling, and

gaining results. at least in the shon-tenn, will be difficult to refonn. The Southwest

Educational Development Laboratory (SEDL) (I994) in its online newsletter.~

~ however, gave us a picture of a future world that will be much different than that

ofthe past. It is this future world. which is so rapidly changing. that students will have to be

prepared for. The traditional methods of teaching mathematics will not prepare our studcms

for this future world. For those teachers in training, we would hope that their education

programs reinforce the visions of constructivism as exemplified by the NCTM standards

documents. and prepare those teachers to take on the challenge ofestablishing aconstruetivist

mathematics classroom.

A fannula for change does not exist There are, however. a number of suppons that

can be put in place to fosler and guide change in the malhematics classroom. Teachers need

time to process what they are learning and to adapt it to their situations. This may require

lime away from school and the responsibliities it imposes. One.day, evening. weekend, or

even summer workshops can help Ihe process but are not the definilive solutions to the

problem. Teachers need extended periods of lime to work on mathematics in problem

situations, 10 talk with their colleagues, observe other teachers at work., and to try out their

innovative activities with opportunilies for reflection. feedback. and revision. Parents also

need time to change their views ofthe education system and where it is heading with refonn

They have come from Ihe traditional classrooms where knowledge was transmitted and rote

memorization was common. They are doubtful about what the future holds and need to be
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educated about the refonn movement in mathematics. Students also need time to adjust to

this new way ofapproaching problems and coming up with solutions. However. ifthe vision

of mathematics education. as pornayed in the literature. is to establish a constructivist

environment within the mathematics community. then the time and supports must be put in

place to help achieve this goal.



Folio Thrtt: Problem Solving in Technology Education as a Model or
Constructivism
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Introduction

We are in the midst ofvery exciting limes within the field ofeducation. This has been

the result of the unprecedented change in every aspect of twentieth century life. Bender

(J 988) related that "more change has occurred in this century, in fact. titan has occurred in

all of previous hwnan existence" (p. 171)_ Most would agree that the magnitude ofchange

has been almost overwhelming. The education field has had to react to the rapid change in

society by modifying and adjusting its programs so that it could "keep up with the times"

As well. the field has had to rethink its view afthe teachinWieaming process. Amongst this

re-examination ofhow teachers leach and learners learn, constructivism has emerged as one

of the more prominent views underlying tlte very philosophy ofeducation.

Technology has been looked upon as an indicator of this rapidly changing society.

Bender (1988) reported that "modem society is increasingly shaped by technology" (p. 174),

The dynamic and cumulative nature of technology has set it apan from many other human

endeavours. This atmosphere has led us to respond quite drastically to how we view human

learning and has thrust the education field into a period of reform unheard of throughout

history. Questions arose as to what exactly is technology, and how should we institute the

teaching and learning of technology. or in other words. what is technology education?

Balistreri (1991) reported that ~many educators equate 'technology' with enhanced delivery

mechanisms such as computers, videodiscs, long distance learning, etc" (p. 107). He went

on 10 discredit this narrow view of technology. Britton (1992) defined technology as "the

processing ofknowledge related to industry, science and the humanities. demonstrated by a
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person's ability to adapt to and shape the environment~ (p. 3). Hence technology is more

of a process. rather than a physical product. Others hold similar views on a definition of

technology(Government ofNewfoundlandand l.abm1or. 1996: Todd. 1990; Wicldein, 1997;

Wright. 1995). Brinon (1992) went on to dabome on his definition by saying that

"technology is an instrument by which people can alter human condition and effect economic

interaction. finance. commerce., communication. lransponation. and manufaeturing~ (p. 3).

II has become apparent lhat technology affects every aspect ofour existence. Wright (1995)

elaborated on the various definitions of technology as hardware. as organization. or as

process. Technology as hardware was computers, lasers. supersonic aircraft. and so on. This

view led 10 the development of technology education which taught high lech skills.. a5

students attempted 10 master these technologies. Technology as organization referred 10 the

way people structure themselves to produce products and services. The education that

resulted from this view dealt with me impacts oflechnology on society, and became more of

a social studies type ofeducation. Technology asprocess.~.became the more widdy

accepled view, and led to the developmem of lechnology educalion as ~the study of

knowledge application, crealivity, and resource use 10 solve problems and extend human

potemial" (Balistreri, 1991. p. 107). He wem on to summarize his view OflechnO[Ogy

education by saying thai "with its roOIS in indu5lriaJ education, technology education is a

dynamic area ofstudy [hat will help students develop Icchnologica11iteracy through problem

solving activities that address tools. materials, and processes of today and tomorrow"

(Balistreri. 1991, p. 101).
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[n this paper. we will look at the technology education fidd. and in partiOJ.lar. the

problem solving approach that it promotes. and describe how this approach in technology

education is based on constructivist notions. In particular. we will first look at the technology

education field itselfas being a very dynamic field. and explore such concepts as technological

literacy, integration. standards. Q.lOicu!um focus. and technology's support for educational

reform. Next we willium our attention to constructivism and briefly define what it is. but

more importantly look. at the implications constructivism has for practice.. and in panicuJar

for technology education. The problem solving focus of technology education will also be

explored. and an argument will be made that it exemplifies [he very basis of constructivism,

and can become a model for other disciplines to look at in their reform agendas. Lastly, we

will look to the future for technology education and project where it may go as a discipline.

Throughout this report, an effort will be made 10 relate what has happened and is happening

in technology education to the notions ofconstructivism, and as Sanders (1993) reilerated..

-as educational policy makers struggle to revitalize our schools. they would be well advised

10 look closely atlhe methods routinely employed by technology education~ (p. 2). Hence

while we will specifically look at technological problem solving as a model of the

constructivist environment. indeed all oftechnology education could be looked at as a model

to refonn our school system.

The Technology Educalion Disc=ipline

A great many people equate technology with computen. Sanders (1997) related that

within the technology education field itse!( tlis was generally not the case. however, ~lhe fact
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remains that computers~ technology to virtually evayone outside our field. For them. the

equation reads:~.~ (p. I). This has bewme a major obstacle that

technology educators must overcome within our education system. WlUle everyone would

agree that computers are an imponant and integral 1001 of technology education.. there is

more to technology education than compUlers. Witlun the field. this equating Oflechnology

with computers has led 10 a debate over one being technologjcally literate versus computer

literate. Wiens (1995) reported that "literacy is defined as having the knowledge and skills

10 function successfuUy within a given society at a given time" (p. 12 [). He went on to add

that this definition implies that literacy means more than being able to read and write, that

literacy is site and time specific. that literacy is itselfin a state afflux. and that literacy exists

at different levels and is situation specific. With this as a basis. Wiens (I99S), quoting from

Dyrenfunh and Kozak. defined lechnoJogicalliteracy as:

A multi-dimcnsional term that necessarily includes tbe abi1irv to Use technology

(practical dimension). the ability to understand the issues rmsec:! by our use of

technology {civic dimension}, and the appreciation for the significance oflechnology

(cultural dimension). (p. 121)

Computer literacy, however. mighl simply be defined using the first pan ofthe technological

literacy definition. Ihat being the ability 10 use the computer. Zoller (1992) raised another

important distinction. between being technically literate and technologically literate.

Technica.lliteracy meant having Ihe ability to handle or use technology, and may be equated

with computer literacy, although this term refers specifically 10 computer.>. Technological
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literacy. however. referred to the capacity to critically assess technology as a basis for rational

decision making and action. So while technical littncy. which incorporates computer

literacy. is obviously important, technological literacy is more ofwhat technology education

is all about. Van Hom (199\) summarized the debate for us as follows:

Technological literacy is an exciting idea. Computer literacy was a shortsighted lenn.

It is not enough to be computer literate.. one must now be technologicaHy literate.

Knowing about a computer means knowing about only one of the many things that

will change education. Becoming tedmologically liter.ue means learning new things.

and that is exciting. (p. 2)

Thus the goal of any technology education program should be 10 produce technologically

literate individuals., and not just computer literate people.

(fwe accept the goal of producing technologically literate people. the next question

becomes bow should we structure the curriculum 10 achieve such an end? What should the

focus ofa technology education wrricu1um be? Sanders (1997) reiterated that the debate

over lechnology being more than computers will have to be put to rest. for technology in all

forms is making its way into our school systems in spite of the debates going on within the

field, He added that teachers in all disciplines will be involved in technology education.. and

while we may not agree with the way things are being done. we must realize that as

technology education teachers. we have certain responsibilities to uphold amidst this ever

changing landscape. In particular. Sanders (1997) reported that technology education

teachers "must continue to demand more flexible modules from vendors whose primary
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motivation is saJes rather than education" (p. 2). The modules needed sboukl offer open

ended problem solving opportunities. and not consist of step-by-step procedures Ihat in

essence only masquerade education. Also. technology education teachers should do

everything within their power to make certain that the school network makes its way to the

technology education laboratory, and lastly, there must be a concerted effort to develop an

articulated curriculum for technology education that spans the K-12 arena. There has never

been a vision in place. according to Sanders (1997), for technology education as a discipline

among the other disciplines within OUT school system.

Technology education's roots ace in industrial education or what many people have

callecl"shop"(Roberts&.C1arlc. 1994.p. 44). Petrina (1994) reported that lheprofession

was in the rrudst of a paradigm shift in the late 1980s, from industrial arts to technology

education. The curriculum that was taught oftentimes reflected the clienteles' interests.

motivation. or sometimes lack ofboth. The industrial education program became a dumping

ground forthose students who couldn't make it in the regular academic-type classes. Taday's

picture looks quite different. Technology education has demanded that lhe student and

teacher be dynamic. enthusiastic. and ready and willing to embrace difficulties along the road

to discovery. As Wicklein (1997) reponed. "the era ofthe independent technology teacher

detennining the content of curriaJlum based on personal interestS is quickly becoming a

practice of the past" (p. 5). He went on to describe three criteria that are essential for

implementing a convergent curriculum that addresses technology education comprehensively.

and they are:
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I. Identification ofcurriculum themes based on what we really know about the study

oftechnology. the processes used by technologists to solve problems. and the impaa

technology has on society. We must be able to get beyond our infatuation with the

technical gadgetry.

2. An understanding ofhow people learn and d.i.sceming the moSl: effective methods

for utilizing this learning. Learning theory must be a strong focal point for the

CJrricuIum we develop for technology education. This may mean challenging and

possibly changing some ofour existing instructional approaches [0 better serve the

'=-
3. Commitment on behalfof the entire profession (i.e.• teachers. teacher educators.

professional associations. administrators, supervisors.. textbook publishefli. equipment

suppliers. etc.) 10 rethink. reskill. reorganize. and apply a thematically focused

curricuJum in the classroom. (p. 5)

The need has become apparent, and if technology education is to take its place among the

other disciplines within OW" schools.. then a consistent and focused vision for implementing

that curriculum must be put in place.

The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (1995). in its~

Learning Environments rrn.El document, attempted to establish a vision for technology

integration on the local scene. The results of this comprehensive study were dramatic. and

their vision for technology integration into the K-12 education system can be summariud as

foUows:
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(a) develop a technologically enriched curriculum which promOles active teaming,

develops linlcs to multidimensional work and life situations.. and expects students to

share responsibility for thcir own learning; (b) use information and communications

technologies to develop global learning strategies; (e) use Iec.hnology to expand tne

concept of the classroom beyond the traditional physical and intellectua.l walls by

creating links 10 other cuJlures. other opinions. and to other concepts of time and

place; (d) prov;de learners and educators access to the expanding worldwide

information resources and knowledge bases; (e) use a variety of real· time and time

shifted interactive infonnation and communications technologies to create

homeischooVcomrnunity links; 10 expand notions ofleaming. of who constitutes the

learning community, and the learning ti~ and 10 increasdimprove collaboration

between/among learners, educators. and parents; (f) develop an

infrasuucrureJinfostrueture which provides learners. educators, parents and the

community with access 10 appropriate and timely information and services. This

system will integrate the learning community with the provinciaVnationaJ

infrastrocrurelinfostrueture; (g) encourage learners to take responsibility for their own

education by developing a community concept of lifelong learning; (h) engage the

entire education community in identifying, comprehending, developing, and

implementing a continuous improvemenl process in education. (p. 52)

This vision has been embraced by the community and at least some parts of it have become

reality. The study and resulting document. however. are more a reflection ofthe information
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age we hear so much about in Ihe media and el.sewhere. so Ihe stress on infonnation

accessibility and availability is predictable. Another major shortcoming ofthe document was

the apparent lack of regard for the technology education field itself. as the study was more

interested in dctcnnining how technology could fit into the already existing currieulum within

our school system

Other disciplines. particularly mathematics and science, have in feeen! years addressed

their reform agendas with standards. These standards have. as Sanders (1993) noted.

addressed Ihe role o[[&hoology in their curriculum. The National Council ofTeachers of

Mathematics(NCTM) (1989) have certainly stressed the role oftechnology in their standards.

A challenge has been issued then for technology education., and as Sanders (1997) reiterated.

"with phase two of the Technology for All Americans Project now underway, we enter the

most critical phase in the history of our profession" (po L). The next decade will either see

technology educators become the leaders with [he infusion oftechnology into education. or

other disciplines will lead the way with technology in their respective arenas. Galluzzo (1996)

reported that Ihe standards movements in recent years have succeeded in spawning change

in the structure ofour education system. He offered several reasons why the public views the

need for a standards-based educalion. and they include the following: I) many people have

lost faith in the ability of teachers and schools to deliver students to the workplace prepared

to excel on the job: 2) new technology has proliferated the volume ofinfonnation available

to an increasingly larger segment ofthe population; 3) many of the reform efforts ofthe past

have come under attack. which has fueled public skepticism and eroded confidence in
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other countries leads to tears that our children will not be capable ofcompeling in the ever·

increasing global economy: 6) education is becoming too much process-oriented rather than

produa-oriented; 7) concern over the social well being of students has lead to promotions

that were not justly deserved and; 8) equity of education has eroded the excellence in

education agenda. AU of these reasons have led to an outcry from the public for a more

standards-based education for our youth. Several ofour school disciplines have confonned.

and the Cannulation ofstandards have led them to reexamine their content and methods within

their respective disciplines. (f a call for standards accomplished this for science and

mathematics.. then technology education would be well advised to pursue such a path as well.

if for no other feason than to place technology education within the same category of

imponance as other disciplines within our school systems. The public has eenainly realized

the imponance of technology, so now is the time to solidify its place within our school

environments.

Several approaches have been tried to implement technology education into our

school system. Petrina (1994) reported thal "simple solutions and claims to 'one best way'

of organizing curriculum in teehnology education are suspect" (p. 45). He went on to

suggest that to organize curriculum. one must deal with issues such as scope and depth of

offerings; selection. sequence/order, and continuity of subject matter, orientations to and

models of teaching; and the shape ofleaming environments. Hence the task of organizing a

teehnology education curriculum becomes a difficult one. Draghi (1993) added another
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important factor to the debate over curriculum, that being lite school program decision

makers. who ultimately decide what curriculum gets offered and what doesn'l. He reported

on a study to detennine the factors that influence technology education program decisions in

Ohio school districts. He noted several points that are relevant to our discussion of

curriculum. First, Ihe study showed that a majority orOhic school program decision makers

perceive that they are knowledgeable and possess an understanding of contemporary

technology education goals. whereas in reality they have a difficult time staying current with

the rapid and substantial changes taking place within the profession. It has become critical

Ihen that technology educators seek every opportunity possible to keep school program

decision makers apprised of curriculum changes within this rapidly changing discipline.

Secondly, Draghi indicated thai there is not a clear distinction on the pan of school program

decision makers between the traditional industry-focused curriculum content and the more

contemporary technology-systems-focused content. This misconception could lead to a

technology education amiculum that still stressed occupational skills acquisition as their

primary focus. Thirdly, school program decision makers ranked student interest as the

primary factor in deciding to add a course to the existing technology education curriculum,

so therefore the technology educator has the task of measuring and reporting on student

interest to program decision makers in order to promote and maintain technology education

course offerings. The technology educator must become a strong voice in the decision to

promote technology education within the schools' curriculum. According to Draghi (1993),

too many misconceptions exist that could guide technology education in the wrong direction
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as it becomes one oftbe core disciplines within our education system.

Treagust and Rennie (1993) reported onastudycondueted with six secondary schools

in Western Australia that anempted to implement technology into the school curriculum.

Their findings concluded Ihat three of the six school were successful in becoming a

technology school. However, there were a number factors identified as crucial for success

oflhe school-based curriculum initiatives. They were:

First. there is a need for continuous coordination by someone who has the resources

(panicularly time) 10 reflect about, and maintain an overview of, what is happening

;n the school. Second. there needs to be thorough documentation about what is

intended and what is happening. so that faculty (panicuJarly new faculty) are kept

informed about direction and progress. Finally, success requires time, time for the

faculty to accept ownership of the program, time to plan modifications to their

curricula and teaching strategies. time to implement those changes. and time for them

to be reflected in sludent outcomes. (p. 8 )

With these factors in mind. it has become apparent thai curriculum initialives in technology

education will not be an easy process, and one that will require considerable time and effort

on the part of all involved [0 make it a reality. It will not be sufficient to equip schools for

technology education. and hope that they have success with implementing it. Much guidance

and assistance on the pan of those most knowledgeable. technology educators - will be

,oed'"
Another important faclor critical to establishing technology education as a discipline
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has to do with the overall perception of what technology education is. what il hopes to

accomplish. and how it fits within the general education curriculum of primary, elememary,

junior high. and secondary schools. We have already alluded [0 the confusion lhal exists in

defining technology and technology education. Daugherty and Wicklein (1993) reported to

us on a study conducted with mathematics. science, and technology teachers' perceptions of

technology education. They nOled that the characteristics perceived to exemplifY technology

education were not constant across disciplines. They concluded with a number of

recommendations that are worth noting, and they include:

I. The technology education profession should develop strategies to overcome

stereo-lypica! perceptions of the discipline.

2. Technology education potential can not be fully reached until there is a clear

understanding across disciplinary boundaries as to what characteristics exemplify

technology education.

3. Technology education can more effectively emphasize the connections between

mathematics, science, and technology education

4. Coordinated planning that includes professionals from mathematics. science, and

technology education is a critical component for the future of integrated curriculum

among the three disciplines.

5. Workshops and presentations should be provided for mathematics and science

teachers in an effon to improve their perception of the technology education

discipline.
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6. Further study shouJd be conducted examining the: public perception oftedmology

education as a discipline in the secoodary school.

7. Research should be conducted investigating methods ofovercoming S1~ypica.l

perceptions often held by associated secondary education faculty members. (p. 10)

The perceptions of technology education as a discipline then will greatly influence its

de,..elopment. and morc imponantly will effect its status as a distinct discipline wOl1hy ofour

attention. Will technology education become that distinct discipline or will it become

incorporated within other well-established disciplines within our school system?

Many have reported on the imegration of technology education imo other more

established disciplines. mostly science and mathematics (Adams., 1994; Kooulaidis &.

Tsatsaroni. 1996; LaPorte &. Sanders. 1995; Laridon, 1996; Schell &. Wicklein, 1993).

Sittig (1992) went further and argued a case for integration of technology imo a

lcindergarten' 5 language arts class. Children'5literature was looked at as presenting problems

to be solved. and the children went about determining ways that characters in their $lory

books could solve their problems. This view of technology as a process seemed to be quite

successful in this case. Another example, reported in Adams (1994). involved the integration

of science and technology into a small rural school. In this case, the school Kintegrated

science and technology courses into a single 'aetivity·oriented' curriculum" (p. 9). The new

curriaJlum was based on recent trends in technology education, the applied academics

a.uriculum ofscience, and the design technology programs from England., and according to

Adams. seemed to be worlcing quite well. This example resembled the Science, Technology,
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and Society (STS) curriculum., as reported in laPorte and Sanders (1995). There appeared

to be a missing pan. however, and thai was the "Socicly- connection. It appeared that

Adams' (1994) example left the impacts ofscience and technology on society for the students

themselves to arrive at., which leads us 10 conclude that his integration modd was not doing

justice to the field ofeither technology educ:arion or science education. In another example.,

Laridon (1996) rdated the connections that mathematics has with technology education.

especially in its present day approach 10 real-life problem solving, and its movement away

from the absolutist epistemologies of the past. In all these examples. we can conclude that

while there exiscs a place for technology education within any and all of our school

disciplines., the fidd itselfmust lead the way and provide direction as 10 how technology gets

integrated into any discipline. Otherwise.. important issues and concerns will gel left OUt and

the end result will be a haphazard approach to technology education in our school

environments.

McConnick (1991) related that there are well established traditions for the

fonnulation of a technology education curriculum. The Ic.ey for those involved will be to

collectively share in the establishment ofa direction for technology education. Technology

educators will have to take a lead in this. for they are the experts. just as the science.

mathematics. or English teachers led the way with their reform effons. The science.

mathematics. art. industrial arts. and design teachers all have their own respective traditions

to draw upon. and as McCormick (1991) reiterated. ~it is not enough to draw up good

proposals for technology education; the role of interest groups that exist either in suppon of
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or in opposition to technology education must also be taken into account" (p. 51). TIle result

can be a technology education cunieulum that is one of the core disciplines within our

schools.

Technology and technology education have also been looked at as a means to bring

about reform ofoureducationaJ system. The US Depanment ofEducation (1993) sponsored

a study to determine how technology could support educational reform. The study was in

reaction to the apparent piecemeal attempts at reform that seemed to get swallowed up by the

various levels afan education system that preached status quo. Technology was looked upon

as a means of bringing about the revolutionary changes that were being proposed. After all

"tectlnology has transformed the workplace. and. indeed, most ofour communications and

commercial activities" (p. 1),50 the pressure was on from the business community and the

public in general to have comparable change within the schools. There was a generally held

belief that technologies used in education wouJd support superior forms of learning. The

research in this area with educators and psychologists provided an important source ofideas

to back up such a belief. Along with this., we had examples ofsuccesses. where we saw some

unexpected benefits for students from the use oflechnology in education. However, there

were also a number of failures. From these., we have learned that implementing technology

into education without thoughtful planning and support was a futile activity. Hence, while

technology can support educational reform efforts. we need to be careful in our approach to

integrating it into our educational envirornneOl. and realize that there will not always be

success stories
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A Case (or Constructivism

Constructivism can be simply defined as a theory about knowledge. but more

importantly, as Savery and Duffy (1995) explained. it "is a philosophicaJ view on how we

come to understand or know" (p. 31). Therefore. the p!"ocess whereby we acquire

knowledge about the world around us becomes more important in our description of

constructivism than the actual knowledge we acquire. This notion of process for

constructivism will be key 10 our connections with technology educalion. which we will

explain later in this report. Fosnot (1989) related that the object of constructivism is to

develop an "empowered learner ... who is an autonomous, inquisitive thinker· one who

questions. investigates. and reasons, [and] an empowered teacher [who} is a reflective

decision maker who finds joy in learning and in investigating the tC8chinglleaming process •

one who views learning as construction and teaching as a facilitating process to enhance and

enrich development" (p. xi). The implications for schools are obvious. Brooks and Brooks

( 1993 l. in promoting a constructivist environment. presented us with a vision ofa new school

with a whole new set ofinages. The images of control tbat dominated past schooling are

gone in favor of:

images that portray the student as a thinker, a creator, and a constrUCtor. Schools can

become settings in which students are encouraged to develop hypotheses, to test out

their own and others' ideas, [0 make connections among 'content' areas, to explore

issues and problems of personal relevance (either existing or emerging), [0 work

cooperatively with peers and adults in pursuit of understanding, and [0 fonn the
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disposition to be life-long learners. (p. 126)

This becomes the school lhat present day educational reform efforts strive fOf. The research

literature on constnJctivism advocated that this environment is pos5Ible ifthere is a concerted

effon on the pan ofall stakeholders connected with education (0 make it a reality

Savery and DufIY( 1995) offered us a characterization ofconstnJetivism as consisting

ofthree primary propositions. First. undemanding comes about as a result oCour interactions

with the environment.. This has been identified as a core concept ofconstnJetivism. What we

understand can be viewed in terms of the content., the context, the activity and the goals of

the learner. This suggested thai understanding was an individual undenaking. which means

that we cannot share understanding. but rather can test our understanding against others.

Secondly, constructivism involved cognitive conflict or puzzlement as the stimulus for

learning and determine!" ofthe organization and nature ofwhat getS learned. There has to be

some goal for learning. and that goat becomes the primary factor in determining what the

learner anends to, what prior experiences the learners brings to bear in constructing

understanding. and what understanding in eventually constructed. Thirdly. constructivism

involved the evolution ofknowledge through social negotiation and through the evaluation

oflhe viability ofindividual understandings. Hence. while understanding itselfmaybe looked

at as an individual affair. we use the social SUlToundings to test our understandings. and in

essence. refonnulate our learning based on this interaction. Others share similar views on this

notion ofsocial negotiated knowledge (pannabec:ker. 1991; Yackd, Cobb. Wood, & Merkd,

1990) The concept of knowledge is not absolute trUth, but rather the most viable
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interpretation ofour experiential world.

HiD (1995). in his review of Hopkins' Narrative schooling: Expcricmialleaming and

!be transfixmation ofAmerican eduC3lion. reiterated the impottance afthe experiential world

and noted that "learning occurs in the process - not altogether prior to the process~ (p. 1).

Strommen and lincoln (1992) agreed that the processes by which children create and develop

Iheir ideas is central to constl\lctivism. Hence, constructivism. by its very nature, presented

us with a view ofleaming as a process lha! our old teaching method oftransmission failed to

accommodate. Strommen and Lincoln (1992) concluded that this has created a rift between

the leaching and learning in the schools and the ways ofobtaining knowledge in society a[

large. Therefore., what we have seen is an estrangmlenl ofthe schools from society. and from

the children who live in it. This seemed to be somewhat ofa harsh account of the situation

and only panially true. for there are obviously examples where this is not the case. It has led

however. to schools in genttal. and specific disciplines in panicular. to rethink their

approaches to teaching and learning within their respective areas. It has resul!ed in a switch

in focus for education from being primarily based on behaviorism 10 being based on

constructivism.

This shift in focus from behaviorism to constructivism has paraiJelled the shift that has

occurred in lechllOlogy education. Johnson and Thomas (1992) related that traditional

industrial artS instruction, with its emphasis on the development of specific skills, was based

on behaviorist notions. Technology education. with its emphasis on improving student

understanding and thinking skills. paraJlelled constructivist ideas. This research in the area
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of cognitive science has provided us with net\' ways of teaching and clarified instructional

strategies by identifYing where and when they can be most effective. For the teaching of

technology education. Johnson and Thomas (1992) presented five general principles that are

worthy of our attention. They included making thinking and learning easier by helping

students organize their knowledge. building on what students already know, facilitating

infonnation processing, facilitating deep thinking, and making thinking processes explicit. We

can help students organize their knowledge by teaching them to use strategies such as concept

mapping, or other visual representalions. Prior knowledge has already been identified as a

key component ofthe learning process, and slralegies such as advance organizers. or the use

ofanalogies could help ensure that students have the prerequisite knowledge that is needed

to understand and remember something new. We can help facilitate information processing

by providing a real life comext for instruction. By using techniques such as modeling, where

the technology teacher himlherself routinely models solving unfamiliar tedmologicaJ

problems. the studems are able to see the procedures being employed, the errors being made,

and the difficulties one faces when coming up with solutions. In order to facilitate deep

thinking, students could be asked to daborate on the material, to work in cooperative groups,

to explore peer tutoring or to work in pairs to solve a problem. The strategy of thinking

aloud, also reponed in Duncan (1996), could be employed here to funher enhance students

thinking abilities. Finally, in order to make thinking processes explicit, a strategy such as

reciprocal teaching could be employed. This involves students themselves taking on the role

of the teacher. While this may not be prevalem in technology education. the potential
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certainly exists for it 10 become so If studems have to teach what they understand about a

concept. it would make their understanding even more meaningful. Therefore. as Johnson

and Thomas (1992) reiterated. "becausea primary goal oftechnology education is 10 improve

student understanding and thinking skills. a constructivist learning theory is mOTe appropriate"

(p. 1). We next tum our attention 10 the instructional strategies used in technology education

that exemplifY Ibis constructivist environment.

A Problem Solving Approach

Technology education uses a problem solving approach in much of its daily routine

Problem solving may be looked at as one of the many instructional slrategies used in

technology education. but one that has received a great deal of attention in recent years.

Other disciplines, particularly mathematics and science. have also investigated such an

approach in the teaching and learning of their disciplines (Barba. !990; Krulik & Rudnick.

1994; Roth. 1993; Silver. (994; Taback. 1992). Wu. Custer. and Dyrenfurth (1996)

reported as weU that "problem solving has been identified and promoted by many disciplines

including mathematics. psychology. the physical sciences. the arts. and more"' (p. I). Our

argument will be that the problem solving approach employed in these disciplines. and in

particular in technology education, is a good model ofa constructivist environment described

in a previous section of this paper. Before we look at the problem solving approach used in

technology education. let us first define the tenn instructional strategies. For most people.

instructional strategies refer simply to teaching methods. but as Schwaller (1995) reported,

they are much more than [hal. He related that "instructional strategies are used to describe
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all aflhe elements that comprise the teachinglteaming process" (p. 422). These included the

way material was presemed or the delivery system. consideration for learning theory, student

motivation. approaches used to teach me cement oftechnology education. the use of higher

order thinking skills. and teaching in the different domains afknowledge. which included the

cognitive. psychomotor. and affective domains. Thus Ihe simple interpretation of the term

was not sufficient enough to explain its full meaning. Problem solving also has many

meanings depending on the context in which it is used. Boser (1993) reported on its many

meanings to include: "(a) a teaching method that encourages active learning, (b) a generic

ability to deal wilh problem situations., (c) a method used in such subjects as mathematics and

science, or (d) an empirical investigalion~ (p. I). In addition, Olhers may describe problem

solving as a higher-order thinking skill and a way ofleaming. Whatever the view. problem

solving can be seen as a teaching method. or more appropriately as an instructional strategy.

and as Boser (1993) pointed out in his study of the development of problem solving

capabilities in technology teacher education programs., "technological problem solving refers

to the systemic way of investigating a situation and implementing solutions" (p. I).

There are a number of instructional approaches currently being used in technology

education. Boser. Daugherty. and Palmer (1996) related that "technology teachers use a

variety ofinstructional approaches such as interdisciplinary technology education, self-paced

modular technology education. and problem-eentered technology education to infonn

students about technology and its affects on society" (p. I). Much debate in the field

concerns which approach is best to use in technology education. Schwaller (1995) reported
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that there are currendy five approaches being used in teaching technology education. They

included a systems approach (see Figure 3.1), an interdisciplinary approach. a

sociaVcultura1Ienvirorwnental approach.. aconceptua.l approach. and a futuring approach. The

systems approach. as depicted in Figure 3.1, -provides the teacher with the flexibility 10 leach

the tOtal concept of technology education. and it facilitates students' learning about

technology as a whole, rather than just the individual segmentS or parts that make up the

whole oftcchnology" (p. 432). The advantages of using this approach, according to
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Figure 3.1: All Technologies can be Studied Using the Systems Model.

(Note: Source for Figure 3.1 is Schwaller. 1995, p. 432)
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Schwaller (1995). included the following:

(a) specific technologies can be taught as they relate to solving problems in each of

the technological areas in the study oftechnology education; (b) each activity in the

technology education classroom C<Ul have meaning to a largersociaVcultural problem;

(c) students can constantly see the impacts. both positive and negative. of each

technological system; (d) students can see how each specific technology relates to the

overall technological system; and (el students can be encouraged to think in the

analysis and synthesis levels of the cognitive domain. (p. 433)

1beinterdisciplinaryapproach allowed the technology education teacher to draw upon

other disciplines when teaching. The previously mentioned Science. Technology, and Society

(STS) movement was an example of such an approach. SOffie of the advantages to such an

approach involved the cooperation among teachers. the broad perspective from which

students can view the content. and more meaning being placed on technology education

because of its connection to other disciplines. The sociallcuhuraUenvironmentai approach

involved teaching technology education as the content related to our society. culture. and

environment. Problems within these three areas are addressed. and the impacts that

technologies have on them are central. Many advantages can be gathered from this approach

as well. including the study oftechnological impacts. the interrelationships oftechnology with

society and social institutions. and improvements in students' decision making capabilities

about technology. The conceptual approach viewed technology as being very broad and

rapidly changing. hence a study of specific concepts and principles about the technological
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system are undenaken. This approach has the advantages ofteaching concepts. which remain

more constant than specific technologies. and making the overall curriculum easier to manage.

The tuturing approach involved forecasting future problems and taking steps [0 solve them.

Such techniques as trend analysis.. scenario development. and cross-oimpaet analysis are used

in this approach. The main advantages included involving students in realistic problems.

enhancing student creativity. and enabling students to think and learn using higher level

thinking skills such as synthesis and evaluation. Whatever the approach used, all stressed the

ability to solve problems. both routine and non-routine., as being central to their technology

education program. Other researchers would agree that problem solving should be a key

ingredient of any technology education program. and such a program should even teach

problem solving methodologies (Harstein & Cohen. 1996; Mioduser. 19%).

Johnson (1994) went on to otTer us some strategies that could be used for teaching

problem solving. The teacher's role is crucial for establishing an environment that fosters

problem solving rather than inhibits it_ Some strategies that could help a teacher in this regard

included a focus on processes rather thanjust infonnation., an effon to develop experts rather

than novices, explicit teaching ofproblem solving, doing problem solving rather than exercise

solving. structuring problem solving activities around rich. real-world problems. emphasizing

problem solving competencies rather than stage models, and providing opportunities to

practice problem solving. TC(;hnological problem solving is a complex task. both for the

student and for the teacher. An effon must be made. however, to make it an integral pan of

any technology education program, because the benefits to the students in the end justifY the
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time and energy invested. In Volk's (1993) study of technology education in developing

countries. for example, ..the most imponant guideline suggested the encouragement of

creative thinking and problem·solving skills (and] a goal that may be developed from this

guideline would be to str\Jeture technology education programs in order to encourage such

skills" (p. 80). Patrick (1993) stressed the teaching ofproblern solving as well. He listed

demonstration and practice as essential SlepS in the process., but also emphasized coopem:ive

learning experience. where students worked together and learned from each other. In

particular, brainstorming and thinking aloud were two of the methods that would lead 10

improvement in stUdents' problem solving abilities. The top-down problem solving

methodology (see Figure 3.2), highlighted by Patrick (1993). was a common problem solving

Problem -,-,,-.-- --- Problem

~--.. Ddill.ilin ;------- Dndopmtlll .... AN-i)'sis .-------.E\·.Ia.tio......-.. SolulxUI

Figure 3.2: Top-Down Problem Solving Method

(Note: Source for Figure 3.2 is Panic". 1993. p. 3)
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approach used in engineering and science. and could ccnainly be applied to technological

problem solving. While this model was an improvement over past bottom-up type models

that stressed trial and error. there was still considerable room for improvement.

TheGovernment ofNewfoundiandand Labnldor(1996). in its curriculum framework

for technology education document. emphasized design as a problem-solving strat~ to be

employed in technology education. The model (see Figure 3.3) was based on a lfW'ketplace

model and incorporated the development ofa design brief Ritz and Deal (1992) explained

that "design briefs are instructionallools used to stimulate creativity, critical thinking and

problem solving abilities of technology education students" (p. 33). The cyclical nature of

ModcUiq:.od
Protorypia.&

OcYclopilla:
Tb<

$olalio.

Figure 3,3: Cyclical Design Model
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(Note: Source for Figure 3.3 is Government ofNewfowtdland and Labrador. 1996. p. 56)
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the design model was the biggest improvemeDt over earlier models. which were more

unrealistic in the linear nature. Problem solving can be seen as a very interactive activity. and

students should not be forced 10 follow a step-by-step methodology in solving problems.

Such linear methodologies go against the preachings aCthe constnJetivisl movement as well,

for they restrict students in their quest for understanding, when they have a rannula to follow

to arrive at a solution. The cyclical design model on the olher hand., fostered transactional

teaching techniques (enquiry, activity. design and problem solving) being em~oyed in the

technology education classroom. The Government ofNewfoundland and Labrador (1996)

recognized that these techniques "tend to be a l\&tUraJ approach for technologica.l problem

solving. This is aconstructivist approach which assumes that knowledge is constructed in Ihe

mind oCthe learner. (t is based on teacher as facilitator, student as perfonner and learner. By

engaging in design experiences which draw on connections with life experiences outside the

school, students construct new knowledge" (po 58). This summarized whallechnological

problem solving was capable ofachieving and coukI certainly be a model for other disciplines

to foUow in their quest to establish constructivist environments within their classrooms.

The design proces.s is but one of five problem solving proc:es.ses repon.ed by Deluca

(1992). In his study. the design process was used always orusuaUy by 79.7O/t, ofthe tcacbeB

he surveyed. Other processes have potential for technology education, however. and they

included:

I. TroubleshootinglDebugging: Isolate the problem, identify possible causes. test,

implement solution. test solution.
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2. Scientific Process: Observation. develop hypothesis, experimentation, draw

conclusions.

3. Design Process: Ideationlbrainstonn. identify possible solution. prototype. finalize

-gn.
4. Research and Devdopmenr Conceptualize the project. select research procedure.

finalize research design. develop proposal, conduct research. analyze results., repon

results. evaluate research project.

5. Project Management: Identify project goals. identify tasks to reach the goals,

develop a plan to accomplish the tasks. implement the plan, eva1uate the plan. (p. 26)

Whatever the problem solving process employed.. the most imponant outcome from a

teachers' perspective. should be what students experience during the process of solving

problems. The true benefit to students would be for them to become good problem solvers

able to deal with our complex and ever<hanging world.

Problem solving approaches are many and varied, but according to the reseuch

literature. they are an essential part cfany technologyedueation program(Garcia., 1994). Lee

(1996) offered that problem solving become the intent and content oftechnology education.

He wamed however, that more research and development efforts are needed in order to

comprehend how to employ a problem solving approach effectively in technology education.

What gets preached in theory sometimes doesn't always get lived out in practice. The

generally feeling among the field however, was that problem solving as an instructional

strategy would be beneficial, so the climate was right to put the necessary supports in place
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and institute a change in actual practice.

Conclusion

The future for technology education certainly looks bright. The field itselfis a very

dynamic one, and while it can be considered a relatively new field, it does look 10 its roots

with industria! arts education. From here., some afme older traditional ways ofteaching and

learning have carried over to loday, only with newer, more modem day tools and equipment.

These methods are slowly disappearing however. and the field is moving forward. and

establishing its own identity as a distinct discipline worthy ofour attention. Problem solving

methodologies are central [0 today's technology education programs, and these

methodologies can be looked at as a mood for other disciplines [0 follow in their qUesllo

have their students become good problem solvtn. More imponandy. the notions of

constructivism. where students, either individually or cooperatively, construct their own

understandings of phenomena, are an integral part oflechnology education today, Possibly,

this is what the field needs to do in order to gain more prominence among the other fields in

education. By adopting such a philosophy as constructivism, the field would have a

theoretical basis on which to move forward. and the success ofany future programs could be

measured from that basis.

Society in general has recognized the imponance oftechnology, and all of the major

disciplines have stressed its imponance in their recent reform agendas. (ntegration of

technology into other disciplines is a common practice today. 'The technology education field

itself. however, cootains a wealth ofteaching and learning strategies. and has a great deal to
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offer other disciplines as they move forward. The time has come for the technology education

field to become more involved in future research and development effons. Only through

resean:h can the field grow in imponance and become a model for other fields to follow. As

we have said earlier. the methodologies employed by the technology education fieJd are the

ones that other fields are struggling to implement. With more technology education research.

these techniques and methods will be available for others to critique. and modify [0 suit their

own situations. The benefits will not only come 10 those other disciplines.. but 10 the

technology education field as well. Technology educators must lead the way in a renewed

research agenda., that wiU help guide our education system into the next century.



Summary and ImpliulioRs
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Constructivism has been described as a theal)' ofteaching and learning. Some would

argue that "theory" is not what is imponant in education. but rather "practice" One cannot

exist without the other. Behind all good practice in the field ofeducation lies some theory

They. in essence, co-exist in the field. One cannot separate the two. although many of the

current educational documents dealing with curriculum in our schools show an absence of

theory. More specifically, the absence is that the theory is not explained. but rather is implied

by the very essence of the documents. Hence the readers. which are usually teachers within

the schools. are left with a set of outcomes. and suggestions on how to implement the

curriculum to achieve these outcomes, yet do not have the theoretical basis on which these

oUlcomes are based. Some would argue that teachers would only ignore the section on

theory anyway, and while that may be true in some instances. it would not always be the case.

The time has come to inform. teachers more of the theory behind certain curriculum

developments and to let them internalize that theory so that it becomes more entrenched in

their everyday teaching. Leaving the theory underlying teaching and learning practices to

educational journals does not suffice either. for many teachers do not read educational

journals on a regular basis. Most do, however, read the curriculum guides and related

documents concerning the courses they teach

With a theory such as constructivism. and all that it implies, a mere surface treatment

of the concepts is not enough to fully bring about implementation of the ideas involved in

establishing a constructivist atmosphere within our classrooms. Education today is too much

based on formula and set procedure, where if you as a teacher do these activities and teach
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in this way. then there w;1I be favourablt: results for the majority of your students. This

scenario is 100 much like the older and often outdated theories ofbehaviorism and positivism.

The implications of a theory such as constructivism then are far-reaching and affect every

stakeholder in our education system. including stUdents. parents. leachers. adminisuators.

teacher education programs. governing bodies. school board personnel, curriculum

development teams, and 50 on. There arc also a number ofimplicalions for funher research

in this area. panicularlyas we move forward with constructivist notions permeating some of

our disciplines within the schools. especially mathematics and technology education.

Probably the most immediate impact on education and in panicular On curriculum

comes about with the establishment of new programs for our schools. This is most evident

when new courses and programs are been fieid·tested for our schools. It is here that a group

ofteachers test the progntm and collectively modify, adjust. and sometimes rewrite the guides

that will eventually become the main resource for future teachers of these programs. This

makes the job of the curriculum development teams. and those field-testing the programs.

crucial for the eventual outcome ofa certain program. What is lacking ITom these stages of

program development is an explanation or discussion of the actual theory underlying the

approaches being suggested in the progmns. [[technology education or mathematics. for

example, promotes problem-solving as a main goal of their respective disciplines. then a

discussion should ensue about the very nature of problem~solvingand what development of

problem-solving skills will do for our students. This can only happen ifwe step back and lock

at the theory behind the practice and have an opponunity to examine. critique. and evaluate
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the theory as it applies to our own situations. Just as constructivist oOllons allow students

to fonn their own understandings of a cenain event or silUation. so too should teachers be

allowed to form their own understandings of a panicuJar teaching and learning style.

Framework documents and curriculum guides that have been written for specific disciplines

have not given teachers that opponunity. The intent is good but there needs to be that added

discussion oftheory. rather than juSt a concentration on practice

As a follow-up to these program guides. in·service and conference proceedings should

also have a component on theory. Many in·service sessions lack that at the present time. A

rteent mathematics in-service in this province. for example. made no mention oflhe notions

of constructivism, which form the basis of the NCTM standards that guide the reform

movement in our province. There was 100 much concentration on practice. and giving

teachers a model 10 follow in their leaching practices. It would have been best to let teachers

experience what they would wam their studems to experience. to let them problem-solve so

as to gain a better understanding of the processes involved and to let them discuss Ihe ideas

behind a theory such as constructivism. The research literature on constructivism certainly

supports such an approach to teacher in-servicing and indeed to teacher education programs

as well. There must be more careful planning put imo teacher education programs so that

teachers themselves experience Ihe same frustrations as students would. The technology

education training program in this province has taken a step in the right direction toward

achievement of this end, The challenge has been issued then toward those thai decide on in

servicing and teacher education to make that critical jump beyond just giving teachers a
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specific model to follow. rather let them evolve their own model over time. based on good

sound theory about the teaching and learning process.

We have begun 10 cross over the gap between theory and practice. at least in

mathematics and technology education. While there remains considerable work to be done

on improving the system, at least we have taken a step in the right direction. The

mathematics discipline has made a concerted effort over the past several years to reform the

approach it takes toward mathematics. and while there still remains much work [0 be done

in this area, the process has at least started, and is gaining more acceptance among the various

stakeholders in the mathematics community. Various levels ofgovernment within our school

system have recognized the importance of this reform movement and have made significant

strides toward liS achievement. Students, parents, and the general public have in recent years

become a stronger voice in these movements. and have speeded up the process of reform in

a number of instances, Administrators. while sometimes restricted by their superiors, need

to become leaders in these reform effons, and need to guide their school communities toward

these new practices based on constructivism. The whole school improvement movement

should become a basis for these reforms, for a shift toward a constructivist environment can

be look.ed at as school improvement. At the very least, the school will be viewed as looking

forward to the future, and not harking on the past. in its efforts to prepare students for the

challenges that awaits them as we move into the next century.

Another area that will be impacted significantly by these constructivist notions will be

the area of educational research. Much of the literature calls on teachers themselves to
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become researchers in their own field, for they are in the midst of the subject of most

research. With a movement toward constructivist ideals, at least in mathematics and

technology education. researchers will have to be constantly studying the overall effects of

such a shift. Does a constructivist environment increase student performance? Only time and

research can tell us the answer to this very important question. Are there further

modifications that must be made with the theory ofconstructivism to make it better suit our

educational settings? Again, only research into this area can provide an answer. The

challenge has been issued then to all researchers. be they classroom teachers or not, 10

continue with their work ofdelenniningjust how effective constructivist principles are as they

relate to the various disciplines within OUf schools.

[n summary, the implications ofa theory such as constructivism can be dramatic on

our education system. Various stakeholder groups have to maintain their roles in the process

as we move toward more constructivist ideas. especially in the fields of mathematics and

technology education. Those that have a direct influence on the classroom teacher, be they

board officials. administrators. or government officials. must begin to generate discussions

on the merits ofsuch theories. and with educational research as their support, must continue

to affect change within our education system. Teachers too must playa critical role in this

change process, for ultimately they are directly impacted. as are students and parents. In all,

a collective effort toward reform must be made if it is to become a reality
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